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Explanation of the Title
In the beginning of 2008, a French banker by the name Jérôme Kerviel was accused for fraud
and for exceeded his authority. The quote is taken from his witness statement, he is arguing
that he was not acting in a way that his superiors had not accepted.  He explained in his
witness statement that the more money he would bring in, the higher his and the superiors
bonus would be. The newspapers started to speculate, was Jérôme acting unethical or was his
actions influenced by the pressure of how banks are operated today? The quote says “All I
wanted to do, was to earn money for my bank”. I will come back to this situation in my
problem background.
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Abstract

Fast changes and external demands have made companies to continuously needing to improve
their performance. Banks in particular have come to make a complete changeover to keep up with
the competition. They have gone from bureaucratic structures to become more sales oriented.
This has come to affect the management model banks use, meaning that the tools to control and
navigate the company had to be modernized and adapted to measure new activities. Before the
structure change, it was usually enough for a bank to use financial measurements only focusing
on indicators such as ROI, when measuring performance. Today, banks have realized the value of
the company’s employees, they are a crucial factor for reaching success. Therefore the banks
have realized that they need to measure the employees performance. By measuring the employees
the bank will be able to know how to improve their performance in order to reach greater success.
However, measuring the employees performance has backsides, in some cases it has created
unwanted behavior.

My problem definitions goes: How are the Swedish banks motives to reach sales goals, creating
a conflict between employees actions towards customer relations and banks results?  My purpose
is to increase my and banks understanding in how sales goals affect the employees and their
actions in a bank. I will increase my and banks understanding by finding what factors with the
sales goals foster a certain behavior. I am also interested in finding a way to prevent certain
behavior that occurs with sales goals.

In order to answer my purpose I have conducted seven qualitative un-structured interviews with
bank employees. I believe that I can take part of their reality by interpreting their answers.
Therefore I argue for a hermeneutic view. The theoretical framework includes theories which I
believe are relevant in order to increase my understand about the situation. The theoretical
framework will be brought together with the seven interviews and together they will act as a
platform for my analysis.

I have conducted unstructured interviews, consisting of one sales manager and six bank
employees. The interviews were conducted in one company, the purpose was to understand the
actions in one context. During these interviews I used an interview guide as an aid. I found that
employees are affected by the sales goals due to the fact that they have not participated in
deciding them. Meaning that the goals are not of much value for them. Furthermore I found that
the employees perceive that the bank is neglecting them, which I found was a result of how the
manager values the management model. The behavior of the employees is affected by what parts
of the management model the manager chooses to communicate
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Definitions

Performance Measurement – In this study performance measurement indicates on a superior who
intends to measure and control the performance of his or her employee. By measuring the
performance of employees, managers will be able to know where improvements are needed, and
also by controlling them, they will be able to direct their behavior.

Indicator – An indicator is used to collect information about an employees performance. It will
explain the correlation between action and performance.

Non-Financial indicator – When I mention non-financial indicators I refer to measurements that
considers factors such as an employees attitude, behavior, commitment and so on.

Financial indicator – Financial indicators are showing numbers, and does not consider the factors
that I have mentioned in non-financial indicators. These indicators will only show the final result
and not how the results are achieved. When I refer to financial indicators, they will consist mostly
of sales goals.

Sales goals – By sales goals I mean that a superior will set a goal on his or her employee, for
example to sell 10 insurance’s per week. These 10 insurance’s will then bring sales credits, for
example 10 insurance’s are valued to 5000 credits.

Sales credits – Sales credits are how much a salesperson will get for selling for example 1
insurance. Referred to the example above, 1 insurance would be 500 credits. However, in the
example the goal is to sell 10 insurance’s since the employee needs to bring in 5000 credits.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Problem Background

The power of globalization
Globalization brings fast changes in technology, innovation as well as demographic shifts. In
other words, globalization puts a tremendous pressure on companies and its employees to always
deliver better than yesterday.1 The globalization has affected both manufacturing companies as
well as service companies, during the last 30 years more people have started to work in the
service sector. Numbers from SCB shows that 76 percent of the Swedish workforce was
employed in the service sector during 2006. Which is an increase by 5 percent in the last ten
years. During the same period the workforce decreased with 5 percent in manufacturing
companies.2 According to Chan, Beckman and Lawrence the globalization has made companies
change their structure to fit the new demands. This has also meant that work descriptions have
come to change, and therefore a natural chain effect is that, the way to measure and control a
company has changed as well.3 It used to be more common for companies to measure
performance by using financial indicators such as ROI. These indicators will only show the final
result and not how the results are achieved. However, as we could see, more people are now
employed in the service sector, and in the service sector, the employees are the ‘company’.
Therefore it is crucial to measure how they are working. The shift in performance measurement
indicators have therefore come to go from a heavy focus on financial indicators to add non-
financial indicators. In service companies it is the employee who create the service by interacting
with the customer, therefore it is important to find a balance between financial and non-financial
indicators, since they both affect a company’s results.4 Even though many researchers highlight
the importance of measuring performance with non-financial indicators,5 many companies still
only look at non-financial indicators.6 Tangen gives these companies a warning and claims that
financial indicators have limitations, not looking at indicators that considers the actions of
employees will affect the company negatively. Looking at financial indicators leads to the fact
that managers then will consider employees as a cost.7

New ways of operating a bank
So far I have established that companies have come to change in the way they operate during the
last ten years. However, let us take a closer look at the companies that are affected the most of
this ‘modernization’. The new way of operating has been most notable in banks. Lavender argues

                                               
1 Nigel Basett-Jones and Geoffrey C. Lloyd, “Does Herzberg’s Motivation Theory have Staying Power?”, Journal of
Management Development, Vol. 24 No. 10 (2005):929
2 http://www.scb.se/templates/tableOrChart____198149.asp Date: 2008-02-01 Time: 15:20
3 Jeffery K. Chan, Sara L. Beckman and Peter G. Lawrence, “Workplace Design: A New Managerial Imperative”,
California Management Review, Vol. 49 No. 2 (2007): 6-7.
4 Stefan Tangen, “Performance Measurement: from Philosophy to Practice”, International Journal of Productivity
and Performance Management, Vol. 53 No. 8 (2004): 726.
5 Ibid., 726-727
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
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that banks have been affected during the last years, they have had to adapt a new structure.8

Hunter and Thatcher clarifies that the shift in the structure means that banks have gone from a
bureaucratic structure to become sales companies.9 Lavender agrees and explains that a bank
today sells everything from insurances to loans.10 Eriksson is not late to join this discussion and
explains that the biggest change is actually inside of the banks.11 Hunter and Thatcher goes
deeper in the discussion, they explain that the new ‘structure’ that banks have adapted, effects
bank employees.12 As we could read above, the effects of fast changes in the company
surrounding has come to create new work descriptions. I believe that this is what Hunter and
Thatcher is refereeing to. But to clarify I will add some other arguments. Lavender argues that the
changes has made their work more characterized by selling.13 Hunter and Thatcher builds on the
argument and explains that the unfamiliar way of working, compared to how it used to be, has
come to put pressure on banks front-line employees.14

So far we are clear what has happened, but let me establish, the effects of globalization has come
to make companies to operate differently, to meet new demands. However, the most notable
change has been in banks. The sales oriented culture has come to put pressure on the front-line
employees, they have had to change their way of working. So what does this mean? Eriksson
invites us to gain more insight in the selling focus by exemplifying the change on an actual bank.

He exemplifies by mentioning the earlier PK-bank. During 1980 the PK-bank was divided into
two departments: one department that became focused on customers as ‘private persons’, whereas
the other department focused on customers who ran companies. The purpose was to optimize
selling. During a seven year period the bank’s employees in the marketing and sales section
increased by 68 % respectively 118 %, at the same time employees in sectors such as internal
auditing decreased by 12 %.15 According to Attia, Honeycutt and Leach a bank that is sales
oriented has two objectives; first, making customers buying the organizations products, and
second, motivate the company’s employees to close the deal.16 Hunter and Thatcher asks if the
new work description will still motivate the employees to show the same commitment to the
bank.17 Due to the changes the managers need to make sure that employees in a bank are
committed even now when the bank has changed the focus. The managers in a bank have also
learnt that with the new focus, their employees are the most important asset to reach great sales.

                                               
8 Mark Lavender, ”Maximising customer relationships and minimising business risk”, The International Journal of
Bank Marketing, Vol. 22 No. 4 (2004): 291
9 Larry W. Hunter and  Sherry M. B. Thatcher, “Feeling the Heat: Effects of Stress, Commitment, and Job
Experience on Job Performance”, Academy of Management Journal, Vol. 50 No. 4 (2007): 953
10 Lavender, ”Maximising customer relationships and minimising business risk”,  291
11 Kent Eriksson, Utveckling av kundrelationer inom bank- och finansmarknader, (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 2006), 48
12 Hunter and Thatcher, “Feeling the Heat: Effects of Stress, Commitment, and Job Experience on Job Performance”,
953
13 Lavender, ”Maximising customer relationships and minimising business risk”, 291
14 Hunter and  Thatcher, “Feeling the Heat: Effects of Stress, Commitment, and Job Experience on Job
Performance”, 953
15 Eriksson, Utveckling av kundrelationer inom bank- och finansmarknader, 48
16 Attia M. Ashraf, Earl D. Honeycutt Jr. and Mark P. Leach, “A Three-Stage Model for Assessing and Improving
Sales Force Training and Development” Journal of Personal Selling & Sales Management, Volume 25 No. 3 (2005):
253.
17 Hunter and  Thatcher, “Feeling the Heat: Effects of Stress, Commitment, and Job Experience on Job
Performance”, 953
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Therefore many managers ask “How do I motivate my employees to produce superior
performance?”18

To create superior performance among the employees and to know how to motivate them,
Schwepker and Good explains that their performance needs to be measured. Yet again, the new
focus in banks have affected the employees, not only do they need to adapt the attitude of a seller,
but their selling is now monitored. Banks have come to adapt an indicator, sales goals, to control
and measure the performance of the employees. However, as in most cases, there is always a
backside of everything. Schwepker and Good states that measuring the employees performance
with sales goals may create different reactions. They exemplify by giving us two scenarios.
Scenario one: the sales person may focus on selling the products that she will profit most from in
terms of sales credits. Scenario two: the sales person may care less about customer relations and
what is best for the customer.19 A study conducted at the American “National Bank”, highlighted
a similar issue. The result indicated that the employees had become more stressed because of
sales goals, and felt a role conflict between selling and creating customer relations.20 Smith et al.
agrees and explains that sales goals can decrease motivation among individuals in a sales force.21

Schwepker and Good also reflects that sales goals may result in unethical behavior, such as;
thinking in short-term, not being honest and cheating in order to reach sales goals.22 Halachmi
summarizes these arguments by explaining that measuring performance can be seen as a paradox.
One side being that sales goals can motivate employees and the other side might be that their
motivation decreases because they will feel invisible behind the numbers.23 A solution to the
paradox is according to Siguaw and Brown to motivate a banks employees.24 A study made at the
Standard Chartered Bank showed that committed employees contribute more to the company’s
profit.25 So far we have been able to follow the discussion about banks situation and what it looks
like today. However, we will not stop here, we will go even deeper. I ask myself, how is the
paradox explained? Therefore I am interested in taking part in how bank employees actually act,
why I will let Schwepker and Good increase my understanding about the effects of the paradox.
They will highlight the issue of unethical behavior and then we will be able to follow a
devastating hit against a company’s result caused by the paradox.

Every good side, has its bad side
Schwepker and Good has found in their research that around 36 % of sales managers and
executives think that there have been unethical behavior among salespeople during the last five
years. Alarming half of them, around 47 %, believes that their own sales force have behaved
unethical during the five last years. 83,5 % of these managers and executives have actually heard

                                               
18 Richard Thorpe and Gill Homan, Strategic Reward Systems, (Harlow: Financial Times, 2000), 83
19 Charles H Jr. Schwepker and David J. Good. “Marketing Control and Sales Force Customer Orientation”. Journal
of Personal Selling & Sales Management Vol. 24 No. 3 (2004): 167-168
20 Hunter and  Thatcher, “Feeling the Heat: Effects of Stress, Commitment, and Job Experience on Job
Performance”, 957
21 Kirk Smith, Eli Jones and Edward Blair, “Managing Salesperson Motivation in a Territory Realignment”, Journal
of Personal Selling & Sales Management, Vol. 20 No. 4 (2000): 215.
22 Schwepker and Good, “Marketing Control and Sales Force Customer Orientation”, 167-168
23 Arie Halachmi, “Performance Measurement is Only One Way of Managing Performance”, International Journal
of Productivity and Performance Management, Vol. 54 No. 7 (2005): 511
24 Judy A. Siguaw, Gene Brown and Robert E. Widing II, “The Influence of the Market Orientation of the Firm on
Sales Force Behavior and Attitudes”, Journal of Marketing Research, Vol. 31 No. 1 (1994):113
25 Debbie Whitaker, “Human Capital: Management or Measurement?”, Personnel Today, Vol. 2 No. 13 (2007): 13
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their own employees make promises to customers that are not realistic.26 Schwepker and Good
believes that the solution and answer to solve the unethical behavior is through coaching, and
thereby influence the behavior and attitude of the sales force.27 Romero and Kleiner agrees that
coaching is a good suggestions, since an employee will be more motivated if the manager gives
them feedback about their performance.28

In the beginning of 2008 there was an incident that could be read in every magazine, it was about
the French bank, Société Générale and a banker by the name Jérôme Kerviel. He was accused for
fraud and exceeding his authority in order to raise his bonus. He was motivated to reach goals by
having his salary based on his performance, in his prosecution he explains, “the more money the
team brings in, the more bonus the managers get”.29 Kerviel continues to explain, "As long as we
were making money and it wasn't too obvious and was working, no one said anything."30 This
case has brought more attention on the way banks are working today, the union is talking about
an inhuman pressure on bank employees to meet all the demands that are put on them.31

So far we have been able to take part of different arguments that have established the effects of
globalization, we have also seen that the effects have come to be very noticeable and sometimes
disturbing within banks. We have been clarified that a new structure means that employees are
crucial, and therefore companies want to improve their performance. However, in order to
improve, they need some information to look at, the information is mostly gathered through sales
indicators. We could then follow deeper in the issue, and found soon that new way of working
created a paradox. This has woken my wonder, which you can take part of in my problem
definition.

1.2 Problem Definition
How are the Swedish banks motives to reach sales goals, creating a conflict between employees
actions towards customer relations and banks results?

1.3 Purpose
We could see in the problem background that sales goals can come to affect a bank employee in
different ways. Therefore I find it interesting to increase my and banks understanding in how
sales goals affect the employees and their actions in a bank. I will increase my and banks
understanding by finding what factors with the sales goals foster a certain behavior. I am also
interested in finding a way to prevent certain behavior that occurs with sales goals. To be able to
answer this purpose and contribute to the field, I will develop a model. The purpose with model is
to find a balance between employees and managers acceptance towards sales goals in order for a
bank to reach great performance.

                                               
26 Charles Schwepker and David Good, “Sales Management Practices: The Impact of Ethics on Customer
Orientation, Employment and Performance”, Marketing Management Journal, Vol. 14 No. 2 (2004): 134.
27 Ibid., 135.
28 Joni Romero and Brian H. Kleiner, “Global Trends in Motivating Employees”, Management Research News, Vol.
23 No. 7/8 (2000): 14
29 http://www.liberation.fr/actualite/economie_terre/306806.FR.php?rss=true Date: 2008-01-30 Time: 11:15.
30 Ibid.
31 www.di.se Date: 2008-01-31 Time: 09:42.
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1.4 Demarcations
As one can understand, this subject can be enlarged without any limits. Many aspects can be
included. However, in order to keep the focus I have chosen to present what limitations I have
done. First of all I have chosen to focus on sales goals, and how these affect the employees. One
aspect that that I have left outside of this study is:

Incentives – Incentives is a way to control behavior. However, I believe that incentives are used
after the behavior is measured. For example, if an employee is performing well he will be given a
bonus. It is a way to control behavior, but due to its complexity it needs its own study and
completely other factors needs to be studied. The incentives are usually connected to the
companies management model, however, I argue that first one needs to understand the
management model and how the company is working with it. Therefore maybe a study of
incentives as a mean to control behavior in a bank could be a built on this study.

1.5 Perspective
In order to select data it is crucial to choose a perspective to regard the situation from. If one does
not choose a perspective there is a risk that the researcher will loose direction and the data
collected will not be relevant and a focus will be difficult to detect. In order to understand
someone else and their actions, their perspective needs to be adapted.32

To be able to answer my purpose in the best way I have decided to adapt two perspectives. I have
chosen to adapt the manager’s perspective since their way of managing will affect the employees.
I have also chosen to adapt the employees perspective. To study the employees perspective,
managers will gain a better insight in how to manage the employees in the best way. Furthermore
to develop a model that will facilitate the situation, it is necessary to learn and understand both
sides.

An alternative perspective that some may argue for is the perspective of the customers, but I will
not adapt this perspective since I am only interested in how sales goals affects the actions of an
employee. I will study the step before, and not the effect that results from the interaction, which
is the perception of the customer.

                                               
32 Annika Lantz, Intervjumetodiken, (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 1993), 26.
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2. Scientific Method

2.1 Introduction
I have chosen to present the methodology I have used in two different chapters, scientific method
and practical method. My argument for this split, is that, I have chosen to only present relevant
information in relation with the next coming chapter. Let me exemplify, in the next chapter I will
present the theoretical framework. My preconceptions and my scientific ideologies have come to
influence what theories I have decided to use. Therefore, this chapter will highlight my
standpoints, and thereby facilitate for my readers to understand what lays behind my theory
choices.

In my practical method I am presenting information that is relevant the following chapter, the
results of the empirical study. Meaning that the information in the practical method includes
information about what course of action I have chosen when gathering information to the
following chapter. I believe that presenting relevant information is necessary to increase the
readers’ understanding in how I as a researcher think and build my thesis.

I have given a short presentation about why I have divided the methodology in two parts.
However, before I present the different sections in this chapter, I will shortly summarize how this
chapter will affect all parts of my thesis. Figure 1 shows that there are four cornerstones that this
chapter will influence. In this chapter I will presented my background, my background will
influence what theories I will search for and it has also influenced my problem definition.
Furthermore, my research philosophy will influence how I will interpret the information that I
receive. By interpreting the information I will be able to analyze the context I have studied. I will
come to my conclusions by using a research approach influenced by abduction. This approach
will help me to go back and forth between the theories and the empirical result. However, the
interpretation of the iterative process will be affected by how I believe that the world is
constructed. In all, the underlying views in combination with the interaction between these four
cornerstones will enable to answer my purpose.

Figure 1. The four cornerstones.33

                                               
33 Ib Andersen, Den uppenbara verkligheten, (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 1998), 22.
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2.2 Choice of Subject
In my bachelor thesis I came to conclusions involving the value of a company’s employees. I
started to think how companies work with managing difficulties faced from the workforce. After
I had finished the thesis I knew I wanted to continue to write something that involved the
importance of managing employees. The following semester, I studied in France. My classes in
France consisted of a strong focus on managing performance. At the moment, one of my teachers
was working as a consultant for a company, her role was to investigate how the company
measured performance. She was very committed to this subject, and presented different exercises
in the class, how to measure performance. For example, we were divided into groups and each
group needed to present the value of the university we studied at, to external investors. However,
since it was a university, the value was the teachers and their knowledge. It was a great challenge
to find methods to estimate a value. This was the first time I came across the issue and it
increased my interest. So, in France I started to read more about performance measurement and
different tools that are used. During the end of my study, an incident happened in France, it
involved a banker and the French bank Société Générale. An employee at the bank got accused
for fraud, and soon arguments started flowing in every magazine in Europe. Arguments that his
actions was a result of banks putting pressure on their employees to reach sales goals.34 Again, I
learnt something new in the area. I started to look up what sales goals were, and realized that it
was a way to collect information about the performance of an employee.35 This came to give me
a more focused interest. My teachers in France, as well as articles, indicated that measuring
performance is not so easy. I immediately asked myself, why not? I started to read more about it,
and I came across that measuring performance can create a paradox.36 My idea was born and only
studying this subject could stop my tremendous curiosity to understand the relation between sales
goals and the action of a banks employees.

2.3 My background
When I was writing my bachelor thesis I found that a contributing part in the investigated
companies success or failure had to do with how well the employees were managed. It increased
my interest concerning the role employees play in a company. The exposure to the new gained
knowledge influenced me to learn more about the employees and how to better manage them. My
interest found a direction when I studied in France. I was enrolled to a course called managing
performance. This subject emphasized employees as a crucial factor when wanting to reach
success. Furthermore this course has lead to the fact that I have been presented theories and
issues in the field. I conducted exercises in how to measure employees by using scorecards. I
have also gained an insight in what problems companies can have when they want to measure
employees performance. My teacher was at the moment conducting research for French
companies which gave me an insight in how French companies worked with human capital. I
learnt that the company management in France worked a lot with tools that enhanced the value
and importance of employees. It was not until now I understood how the performance of
employees can be managed in order to reach desired goals. My time in France allowed me to put
performance measurement theory against practical actions of managers in French companies. By
then, I knew that I wanted to do something with this combination.

                                               
34http://www.lesoir.be/actualite/economie/kerviel-j-ai-ete-entraine-2008-01-30-574555.shtml Date: 2008-01-30,
Time 10:20
35 Schwepker and Good. “Marketing Control and Sales Force Customer Orientation”. 167-168
36 Halachmi, “Performance Measurement is Only One Way of Managing Performance”, 511.
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The reason why I have presented my background is for the fact that it will affect what theories I
choose. My theoretical framework will come to include theories that I have been presented during
my studies in France. Furthermore, my background will affect how I direct the study, due to the
fact  that I have been exposed to a lot of information, both theoretical and practical, within this
area before starting my study. Meaning that I am already aware of what problems might rise
when measuring performance. That is, the paradox that sales goals can create. I do not believe
that I will loose any aspects that would enrich my study, by having a focused view from the start.
Rather I see it as an advantage. Being knowledgeable in the area will come to help me dig deeper
in comparison with someone who does not possess as much knowledge in the area. I have the
advantage that I do not have to spend much time for example to learn about what is written in the
area. My knowledge will lay as a ground when I start the study, and therefore I believe that it is
important to present what my knowledge is based on. Putting it forward, my readers will be able
to understand why the study is taking the direction it is. Moreover, my knowledge that I have
collected before the study, has acted as a platform when I created the problem definition and the
purpose of this study.

2.4 Research philosophies
In order to answer my purpose I need to understand underlying reasons behind the employees
actions. I wish to capture how they perceive the situation and their attitude towards sales goals.
By aiming to adapt a hermeneutic view I intend to interpret the bank employees reality, and
thereby understanding their actions. The hermeneutic view advocates that by interpreting subjects
in an organization, a researcher will be able to understand the whole situation. This view can be
seen as an instrument to understand a context.37 The hermeneutic view will be beneficial to my
study, I will be able to understand the situation by taking part of the respondents explanations of
his/her actions. With the hermeneutic view, I will be able to interpret these explanations and
during the interpretation, new ideas will be born.38 I intend to use the born ideas and the increased
understanding to answer my purpose. Another view that can be adapted is the positivistic view. A
researcher adapting the positivistic view will advocate that a situation exists externally, meaning
that we can not influence it. Furthermore, this view advocates that observed facts can be
measured by quantities.39 If my intentions with the study would for example be to investigate
how many percent of the employees were dissatisfied with sales goals, then I could have adapted
a positivistic view. However, this view and its ideals is not applicable on my study. If I would
have adapted this view I would miss factors that cause a certain behavior. If I would measure
dissatisfied employees by percentage, the study would not reveal information about the
perceptions and actions that leads to this dissatisfaction. I believe that it is important to take part
of the respondents explanations about their reality, in order to increase my understanding about
the situation.

Saunders et al. explains that individuals in a situation can be compared to humans playing a part
of a theatrical production. The subject will play its role in accordance with how he or she
interprets it and this can be applicable on humans in an organization. As a researcher I will

                                               
37 Peter and Britt-Marie Sohlberg, Kunskapens former, (Stockholm: Liber, 2002), 53.
38 Ibid.
39 Boris Blumberg, Donald R. Copper and Pamela S. Schindler, Business research methods, (London: McGraw-Hill
Education, 2005), 18-19.
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interpret the respondents explanations against my set of meanings.40 With the hermeneutic view I
will be able to understand how the subjects act in a situation with sales goals and what factors
that influence their actions. I will in the next section present what technique I will use when
interpreting the gathered information.

2.4.1 Chosen technique to interpret the gathered information
I will interpret the gathered information supported by the hermeneutic circle. Alvesson and
Sköldeberg argues that interpreting information by the hermeneutic circle can be seen as an
interaction between examining small parts as well as the whole picture. The interaction will give
birth to an increased understanding of the whole situation, as well as the parts existing in the
situation.41

Figure 2. The hermeneutic circle42

Andersen presents the hermeneutic circle as an interpretation that is a ongoing process. He
explains that when a researcher interprets information, new ideas will be born, leading to the
researcher collecting new information.43 The model explains that a researcher’s understanding
will be increased and revised when interacting with a subject who gives his perspective of the
situation. This interaction will create a new frame of understanding leading to interpreting revised
information.44 The interaction will be ongoing during the study and will eventually result in a
final conclusion.45 I will use this technique when interpreting the gathered information, it will
increase my understanding of the situation. By interviewing subjects in the situation, I will be
                                               
40 Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, Research methods for Business students, 107.
41 Mats Alvesson and Kaj Sköldberg, Tolkning och Reflektion, (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 2008), 194.
42 Andersen, Den uppenbara verkligheten, 193.
43 Ibid., 192
44 Ibid.
45 Ibid., 97.
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able to take part of how they describe their reality. From their answers I intend to create a wider
understanding. Furthermore I will be able to increase my knowledge through the continuos
process that this technique represents.

2.5 Objectivism versus Constructionism
I believe that the paradox of the sales goals is born by the subjects course of action. I believe that
these choices will create the situation, whereas they are the creators of the felt paradox. My view
of how reality exists can be connected to constructionism. A researcher who regards the relation
between an individual and the society through constructionism advocates that  the social reality is
created and changed by the subjects in it.46 By adapting this view, I will be able to ‘deconstruct‘
the situation, it will enable to identify factors that affect the employees reality. I believe that the
employees actions needs to be studied in order to understand the situation. However, a researcher
can view the relation between a subject and its reality through another perspective, objectivism.
Objectivism means that a subject is not able to affect the social reality. Rather, the reality is
independent from actors.47 I do not consider a subject as independent from actors, I believe that
that the paradox that can occur in banks, is created by the subjects in the situation. Moreover,
they are affected by external actors such as the competition from the market. I can apply this on
an example. As you can recall, I mentioned the banker Jérôme in my problem background, I
believe that he was affected by sales goals. The felt pressure that affected his actions was caused
from the interaction with his superiors. He was not happy with what he had accomplished so far,
and he made deliberated choices to change the situation. He came to change the reality by the
influence of competition and the pressure created from the interaction with his superiors.

2.6 Research approach
There are different approaches that affects how to draw conclusions. The inductive and the
deductive approach are well used. To be influenced by a research approach is necessary, the
approach will help you to know from where you should gather information, and how you will
analyze and interpret the information you come across.48 To go back to the example I explained
in section 2.4, if I would have intended to study how many percent of the employees were
dissatisfied with sales goals, the deductive approach would be suitable. It would help me to
identify the causal relation between different variables.49 The deductive approach is not really
applicable on my study since I want to understand more than just the relation between variables.
If I would adapt the inductive approach, I would interpret the gathered information from the
empirical study in order to generate a new theory. The inductive approach is symbolized by a
researcher starting to dig out in the field without any knowledge about the area. The researcher
will discover the situation.50 This approach would help me to understand what lays behind a bank
employee’s actions and behavior. Even so, I have not chosen this approach, due to the fact that I
am influenced by my theories. As I put forward in my background presentation, I had been
introduced theories in France concerning this subject. Therefore I have been influenced by
theories from the very initial state of the study. I believe this has been to my advantage, the more

                                               
46 Peter and Britt-Marie Sohlberg, Kunskapens former, 215-216.
47 Ingeman Arbnor and Björn Bjerke, Företagsekonomisk metodlära, (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 1994), 43-44.
48 Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, Research methods for Business students, 119
49 Ibid., 117-118
50 Andersen, Den uppenbara verkligheten, 29-30.
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knowledgeable I am before conducting the interviews, the more relevant information I will
receive.

I have chosen to adapt an approach that is more suitable to my study, the abductive approach. The
abductive approach will start to analyze with the empirical result as a platform, but this approach
does not dismiss theories. Usually these two are combined in the analysis.51 The interpretation
will be symbolized by an iterative process,52 through this process the empirical result will be
more defined.53 By using the abductive approach I will be able to come to my conclusions by
analyzing and argument by an iterative view between the result of the empirical study and the
theoretical framework. This method will enable to find answers to my questions, but also these
answers will create new thoughts. These new thoughts will then revise the theories.54 In my
analysis I intend to raise new thoughts and contribute to the field by developing the theories.
Alvessson and Sköldberg exemplifies abduction by saying that a swan can be observed to be
white, but the color can be changed through genetic manipulation.55 With abduction I will be able
to try to discover how underlying behavior is affected by sales goals and how management
models can be more suitable in order to decrease the negative feelings that sales goals may bring
among employees.

2.7 Secondary Sources

2.7.1 Collecting Data and Critique of collected literature
When collecting data to my theoretical framework I have collected information from books and
articles. In order to present reliable sources and information I have made sure to use as many
scientific articles as possible. This will also give my thesis a scientific value. It is crucial to be
critical to collected data,56 therefore I have taken into consideration different factors that can have
come to affect the information in the written articles. For example, a management paper might
emphasis a positive attitude towards a certain issue. Meaning, it is written in the same spirit as an
annual report.

I have searched the information from Umeå University’s database. When looking for relevant
books I searched in the search engine ALBUM, when searching for articles I defined my search
by choosing peer reviewed articles in the search engine SAMSÖK. In this search engine I used
the database Business Source Premier. When deciding what search words to use I started to
brainstorm, the first words that came to my mind was connected to the case of Jérôme combined
with what I had learnt during my studies in France. Words consisting of managing performance
and measurement tools. I continued the process of combining words until there were manageable
numbers of articles left. I have compiled a literature chart in appendix 2. The purpose of this chart
is to enable for my readers to take part of what search words I have used, what database and how
many hits my search words gave. I have chosen to present the defined search, this chart will
create dependability, since it will enable for my reader to follow every step in the search process.

                                               
51 Alvesson and Sköldberg, Tolkning och Reflektion, 56.
52 Andersen, Den uppenbara verkligheten, 30.
53 Alvesson and Sköldberg, Tolkning och Reflektion, 56.
54 Andersen, Den uppenbara verkligheten, 30.
55 Alvesson and Sköldberg, Tolkning och Reflektion, 61.
56 Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, Research Methods for Business Students, 260.
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However, I have not presented the search of non-scientific articles, due to the fact that I came
across most of them when searching for the scientific articles.

I had some difficulties finding information and articles about human capital scorecard. The
human capital scorecard came to my knowledge from my teacher at Reims management school.
Therefore I started to go through the material and notes that I had been given during these
classes. I found three articles that I had used last semester, the relevant articles that I found and
have used, are; Stephen Young, “10 Steps to Successful Human Capital Management”, Debbie
Whitaker “Human Capital: Management or Measurement?” and “Performance Management: a
Framework for Management Control Systems Research” written by David Otley.
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3. Theoretical Framework

3.1 Motives of Chosen Theories
In order to answer my purpose I need to see the situation through both the manager’s perspective
as well as the employee’s perspective. This means that I have gathered theories that considers
both perspectives. I have chosen to combine various theories with the purpose to cover as many
aspects of the situation as possible. After reading about the situation I have found that there are
several relevant aspects;  Management Model, Sales Management, Motivation, Management by
Objectives, Customer Relations, Organizational Culture and Internal communication. Let me
motivate why I have chosen these theories. As I have discussed in section 2.5, a situation can
only exist if someone perceives it. Therefore I argue that the situation I am about to study is a
creation caused by the interaction between subjects. These subjects I will describe as the sales
manager and the sales force. The interaction has made me choose theories about sales
management-, motivation- and management by objectives amongst others. Moreover, I have
chosen to look at theories about management models, because I argue that the model will affect
how the management and the employees work. I have chosen theories about organizational
culture and communication, because I see these as factors that influence the behavior of a
manager and an employee. I will also present customer relations as I believe that their satisfaction
or dissatisfaction will reflect back on the employees. To clarify my arguments and facilitate for
my readers about the chosen theories, I have created a model. This model represents my view in
how I see the connection between the theories and how they are related to each other. The
purpose of presenting the model before my readers actually can completely understand it, is for
the reason that I believe that my readers will gain the most out of the theories by first been
presented the linkage between them. The model will then be summarized more thoroughly at the
end of this chapter to clarify how I have connected the theories.
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Figure 3. My view of the linkage between the theories

3.2 Management Model
The purpose of the management model is to control that the sales force is acting towards the
given direction. The information about the company’s performance is important since a company
needs to know if they are moving towards their goals or not, the information that the management
model collects will reveal how the managers can optimize their sales force.57 The reason why the
management model is crucial is that in order to improve something one must know where the
improvements are needed. Therefore if managers do not measure activities, improvements will

                                               
57 Lars A. Samuelsson, Organizational Governance and Control: a Summary of Research in the Swedish Society,
(Stockholm: Economic Research Institute, Stockholm School of Economics, 2005), 1.
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fail.58 Arnold et al argues that the management model is important, especially in a time when
employees play a crucial part.59 The management model will work as a system gathering
information about how divisions are performing, a crucial factor in order to improve
performance.60 Johansson et al. explains that a management model motivates the employees to
act towards stated goals, this motivation is based on the company management being able to
show the employees their contribution.61 Flaherty, Arnold and Hunt explains that the
management model needs to be seen as chained activities, meaning that the employees will
receive feedback in how they have performed. However, after receiving feedback they need to
take responsibility for their actions, because they will be aware of the consequences of their
actions. One important part to remember is that there is no “best way” to monitor and collect
information about performance, the management model needs to be adapted to every situation.62

When the information about performance is collected it needs to be acted upon, or else the
gathered information will be useless.63

To summarize what the management model is, I have chosen to present two definitions that
covers the management model:

“…is any process in which a person or group of persons or organization of persons determines,
that is, intentionally affects, the behavior of another person, group, or organization”.64

“…set of procedures the organization has for monitoring, directing, evaluating and compensating
its salespeople”.65

When I talk about management models, I will use the definition of Johansson et al.: an
instrument that analyses performance.66

3.2.1 Performance Measurement
In order to include employees in how they are performing, a tool is needed to gather the
information. This information will lay as a ground when the employees performance is
analyzed.67 The most known and used tool to gather this sort of information is Kaplan and

                                               
58 Halachmi, “Performance Measurement is Only One Way of Managing Performance”, 503-504.
59 Karen E. Flaherty, Todd J. Arnold and Shane Hunt, “The Influence of the Selling Situation on the Effectiveness of
Control: toward a Holistic Perspective”, Journal of Personal Selling & Sales Management, Vol. 27 No. 3
(2007):221.
60 Otley David, “Performance Management: a Framework for Management Control Systems Research”, Management
Accounting Research, Vol. 10 No. 4 (1999): 364.
61Ulf Johansson, Maria Mårtensson and Matti Skoog, “Mobilizing change through the management control of
intangibles”, Accounting, Organization and society, Vol. 26 (2001): 717.
62 Flaherty,  Arnold and Hunt, “The Influence of the Selling Situation on the Effectiveness of Control: toward a
Holistic Perspective”, 221-222.
63 Otley, “Performance Management: a Framework for Management Control Systems Research”, 364.
64 Samuelsson, Organizational Governance and Control: a Summary of Research in the Swedish Society, 4.
65 Flaherty, Arnold and Hunt, “The Influence of the Selling Situation on the Effectiveness of Control: toward a
Holistic Perspective”, 222.
66 Johansson, Mårtensson and Skoog, “Mobilizing change through the management control of intangibles”, 718.
67 Stephen Young, “10 Steps to Successful Human Capital Management”, Strategic HR Review, Vol. 5 No. 1 (2005):
24.
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Norton’s balanced scorecard.68 The purpose of the balanced scorecard is for company
management to gather information that is of both quantitative and qualitative characteristics.69

3.2.2 Tool: Balanced Scorecard
Norton and Kaplan created a tool that will facilitate for managers to navigate in their company.
The balanced scorecard will create a unified picture of the company’s performance, it will
contribute to all the managers seeing the same picture.70 The information gathered with this
tracking device will contribute to knowing where improvements are needed.71 The balanced
scorecard transforms the visions and strategies of a company into indicators. These indicators
will be aids when wanting to reach stated goals.72 As the management model, it is important that
the scorecard is customized after the organization.73 LaChance argues that without some sort of
scorecard, managers might not see the same picture. Leading to the fact that they are working
towards different directions and react differently to the same information. It might cause a failure
in trying to reach stated goals.74   

The balanced scorecard is popular among its users for the reason that the tool takes into account
more than just financial indicators, it balances them with non-financial indicators that are just as
important. A company can use this tool even to gather information about how to invest and
handle their employees.75 The many perspectives that the balanced scorecard includes has the
advantage that managers can prevent sub-optimization. Sub-optimization means that one area
will be improved on the behalf of another area. The scorecard can be used as a “dashboard”,
managers can see what is happening in all the areas in the company.76 However, in order for the
balanced scorecard to be an effective and beneficial tool, the gathered information needs to be
communicated. By communicating about what the tool shows, employees will become more
motivated since they will understand the consequences of their actions and behavior.77

Even though many users and researcher advocate the balanced scorecard, there still exists some
who argue that the balanced scorecard is incomplete. Hansson questions the scorecard, he states
that the tool neglects factors such as values, feelings, fear and beliefs.78 His argument is
underpinned by Mårtensson, who argues that the tool does not consider intangible indicators such
as employees.79 Due to this issue I will now present a more customized scorecard that reflects the
importance of the employees.

                                               
68 Tangen, “Performance Measurement: from Philosophy to Practice”, 730.
69 Halachmi, “Performance Measurement is Only One Way of Managing Performance”, 506
70 Otley, “Performance Management: a Framework for Management Control Systems Research”, 374.
71 Unknown, ”Devleoping a Scorecard at Honeywell”, Strategic Communication Management, August/September
(2001):13
72 Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton, The Balanced Scorecard: från strategi till handling, Göteborg: Institutet
för säljträning och ledarutveckling, 1999. p.12
73 Sue LaChance, ”Applying the balanced scorecard”, Strategic HR Review, (2006): 1.  
74 Ibid.
75 Kaplan and Norton, The Balanced Scorecard, 16-17
76 Tangen, “Performance Measurement: from Philosophy to Practice”, 731.
77 Kaplan and Norton, The Balanced Scorecard, 19
78 Ulf Johansson, Maria Mårtensson and Matti Skoog, ”Measuring to understand intangible performance drivers”,
The European Accounting Review, Vol.10 No.3 (2001): 415.
79 Maria Mårtensson, ”Is Political Arithmetic Still Alive?”, Drömmar om något bättre, (Västerås: Mälardalen
University, Economic institute, No. 41, 2007), 11
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Due to the critic against the traditional balanced scorecard, a human capital scorecard has been
developed. It takes into account measurements such as company culture, competencies and
behavior.80 This scorecard has different names, sometimes it is referred to as the human capital
scorecard or the workforce scorecard. According to Bassi and McMurrer, the human capital
scorecard as a tool will help the company to see where changes are needed.81 The human capital
scorecard can be defined as “measuring the contribution of the firm’s workforce to business
strategy”.82 It includes performance measures which are of importance to analyze how to improve
the employees’ performance. The scorecard needs to have a clear linkage in how the human
capital measures are related to the organizational measures.83

3.2.3 Indicators
The information that the balanced scorecard shows, needs to be gathered through indicators. For
a long time financial indicators such as ROI has been used when measuring the performance of a
company.84 Mårtensson explains that in a bank, solely using financial indicators is not suitable
due to the structural changes that have occurred.85 According to Tangen the problem with looking
only at financial indicators leads to the fact that managers will only focus on costs, which will
lead to short-term thinking. He agrees with Mårtensson and states that looking at an indicator as
ROI might blinded managers to see the whole picture.86 Not seeing the whole picture when
measuring performance in a company is a big risk, it might lead to negative consequences. Many
researchers emphasizes the importance of finding a balance between financial and non-financial
indicators. However, Tangen explains that there is no “right” balance, it is up to each company to
decide what balance is for them, as long as they include both short-term and long-term thinking.87

Let me explain more closely how an indicator works; an indicator that measures performance can
be seen as a correlation between action and performance. The action a salesperson takes will
affect the performance. If the salesperson does not put his effort in the daily tasks then the
indicator will show that the employee is not performing well. Tangen explains that indicators that
measure performance should be seen as something that measures “efficiency and effectiveness of
action”.88 I see indicators as a way of quantifying action, which will help managers when
evaluating job performance.

Common indicators in banks; Sales Goals
Explaining what indicators are and why they are used, I will now focus on one indicator that is
common in banks. The purpose of presenting sales goals is for the reason to customize the theory
to the purpose of my study. I argue that using sales goals as an indicator in banks is a result from

                                               
80 Lauri Bassi and Daniel McMurrer. “Maximizing Your Return on People”, Harvard Business Review, Vol. 85 No.
3 (2007): 115.
81 Ibid., 116.
82 Ibid.
83 Ibid., 118.
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85 Ibid.
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87 Ibid., 727-728
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the structural changes that have taken place in the bank world. To facilitate even more to my
readers about indicators, I will explain how the indicator sales goals functions. As I explained, an
indicator will gather information about performance, but using indicators to measure employees
performance is also a way to control their actions. The sales goals must be reached by the
employee. A sales goal can be ‘selling this much of that’. Using an indicator like this, a manager
can see how well his employee is performing. It will show if he or she is reaching the stated goals
or not. The evaluation of the employee will, with other indicators, be judged on what information
the indicator shows. Furthermore, the indicator will help the manager to suggest improvements to
his employees, why an indicator can be seen as an way to improve performance.89

As I put forward in the problem background, sales goals has not only been seen as something
positive. I believe that it is important for companies to understand the backsides of sales goals.
Schwepker and Good highlights the issue, by explaining how sales goals are perceived by the
ones measured by the indicator. They have conducted research showing that sales goals affect the
behavior of the sales people.90 The result of Schwepker and Good’s study, showed that the
affected behavior resulted in employees focusing on selling the products that will bring them the
highest sales credits. Focusing on selling the products that the sales goals are connected to, will
assure the seller to reach the goals that are set on him or her.91 Hunter and Thatcher agrees that
sales goals can result in unwanted behavior. They add that this kind of indicator might cause
tensions and nervousness about not being able to reach goals. The goals will result in stress,
anxiety and time pressure.92 Schwepker and Good continues to build on the argument by adding
that the behavior of the manager may be affected as well. Focusing on sales goals might make
them neglect the needs of the customers, and they will only focus on driving up the sales.93

Summary of management model
What have I established with the presented theories? I have clarified that improvements among
employees performance can be made through control, control meaning to measure their
performance. Their performance can be measured by using indicators such as sales goals. The
information that the indicators present can then be used in order to gain a picture of how
employees are performing, and thereby identifying where improvements are needed. I have
chosen to present the above mentioned theories since they will contribute to answer my purpose.
However, these theories are not enough to understand the situation, therefore I need to look
deeper in the area. As I have explained in section 2.5, I believe that a situation is created by the
interaction between people, and therefore I argue that the backsides as well as the positive sides
of measuring performance can only occur if there is someone creating it. I state that this creation
is a result of the interaction between the manager and the employee. Why I now will present
theories connected to managers and employees.

                                               
89 Schwepker and Good, “Marketing Control and Sales Force Customer Orientation”,167-168.
90 Ibid.
91 Ibid.
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93 Schwepker and Good, “Marketing Control and Sales Force Customer Orientation”, 167-168.
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3.3 The lifeblood of the organization

3.3.1 Sales Management
To avoid confusion I will start by clarifying the definition I refer to when I talk about
management. It is the definition used by Whitaker and Wilson; “an approach to people
management that treats it as a high-level strategic issue and seeks to systematically measure how
people policies and practices create value”.94 This definition is most suitable to my purpose. My
interpretation of it is that it explains that management is about measuring the action of an
employee and to manage the employee in order to create superior performance.

Sales management is suitable to my study because I have argued in the problem background that
banks have become more sales oriented, why a sales oriented approach is needed. A sales
managers role is to control the selling activities of the salespeople.95 The kind of ‘selling style’ a
sales manager adopts has to do with several factors. Donaldsson states that a leadership style will
be influenced in how he perceives a salesperson. According to McGregor’s distinction of people,
a person can be perceived either as a Theory X person or a Theory Y person. If a sales manager
adopts the Theory X vision he will consider his job as constantly having to motivate his
salespeople to work hard, he can not expect that they will perform better than he asks them to do.
For a Theory X person, goals are important. Donaldsson exemplifies this by saying that if the
manager has set sales goals on a salesperson to make 7 calls per day, a Theory X person will not
try to over exceed this number. Meanwhile a Theory Y person might try to make more calls.
Therefore McGregor’s theory states that a manager will need to work in other ways with Theory
Y people. A salesperson who is a Theory Y person will be more committed and want to perform
well in order to feel satisfied. A Theory Y salesperson will contribute with better problem solving
skills than a Theory X person.96

Flaherty et. al. explains that the age of the salesperson will affect how the sales manager works as
a leader. Different ages will be stimulated by different things, and will therefore most likely
respond differently to given directives. They continue to reason that age will influence the
salespersons attitudes and behaviors.97 Chan et al. joins this discussion and states that age has
become an important factor that a sales manager needs to consider when leading. This has to do
with the fact that a workforce today consists of different generations. Involving baby boomers
that work longer during their life to generation X and Y who brings in different values about
work.98 Donaldsson explains that salespeople can be divided in three different groups. The first
group consists of older people who seek for comfort. A sales manager can create commitment
among this group by offering job security. Donaldsson calls the second group ”spotlight-
seekers”, who is driven by high incomes and rewards. The third and last group consists of highly
educated and younger people. These he refers to as ”the developers”. They are committed if they
feel that there are opportunities for personal growth, training and career development.99 Dolphin
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explains that a sales manager needs to pay much attention to their employees and argues that the
relationship between the manager and his employees is the “lifeblood of the organization.”100

Siguaw et al. agrees and states that the relation between these two are a crucial factor in order to
reach the company’s stated goals.101 As Dolphin explained, the relationship between a sales
manager and his salespeople are important, therefore I will now present the other end of the
interaction, the sales force.

3.3.2 The sales force
I have come across many researchers who argue that employees in a company are a cost, but I
believe that they need to be seen as an asset. When I mention employees I refer to a company’s
‘front-line’ employees, that is, the employees who are in direct contact with customers. Anyways,
let me continue to explain why they should be treated like an asset. The behavior of a salesperson
will affect how the customer perceives the company’s service. If a salesperson is rude towards a
customer, the customer will perceive the visit as negative. It will affect the company negatively.
Malhotra and Mukherjee’s research has shown that depending on how a salesperson meets and
acts towards the customer has do with motivation and commitment.102 This argument is
underpinned by Hunter and Thatcher who explains that a committed employee will more likely
adapt a company’s attitude.103 Malhorta and Mukherjee continues to explain that a person who is
not willing to adapt the behavior of the company will not be able to build long-term relations with
the customers. It will create problems for a company to reach success.104 Hunter and Thatcher
ends this argument by explaining that a salesperson with low commitment will most likely ignore
work tasks. They explain that the risk of low committed employees are in banks. Because of the
structure changes a salesperson has gone from a ‘teller to seller’. A sales manager needs to be
aware of this, and make sure that the new work description has not created an uncommitted and
inloyal employee.105

After taking part of these arguments I believe that a sales manager can face problems with his
sales force. Researchers has brought attention to some of the problems, such as, how the
salesperson likes to work and the age of the person. I will now present six common issues that
can afflict a salesperson.
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3.3.3 The Sales force and problems
In order to be able to answer my purpose and creating a model that will help banks to prevent
unwanted behavior, I feel that it is necessary that I present some common issues that a sales
manager needs to be aware of. By being aware of these, a sales manager can understand the
behavior of his sales force but also work in a preventing way. The six issues are:106

1. Self-righteousness. Older salespeople who have worked for a long time in a company have
often reached a state where they no longer develop new sales or create new accounts. This is a
common issue that sales manager face. A sales manager needs to rekindle the motivation and
interest of the salesperson. Which can be done for example with incentives.

2. Staleness. This issue is a result when a salesperson daily performs tasks that are repetitive
actions. The risk with repetitive actions are that they might lead to habit-forming behavior and in
the long-run create staleness. This issue can be overcome if a sales manager works with coaching.
By sales coaching a sales manager can help the salesperson to perform the task differently.

3. Gun-Shyness. Gun-Shyness occurs when a salesperson feels that contacting a customers or
non-customers is a deterrent. A sales manager can prevent this by reminding his salespeople
about the opportunities to advance.

4. Skepticism. Skepticism arises from a salesperson who lets himself be affected by competition
or dissatisfaction shown by a customer. In this case, a sales manager needs to make the
salesperson to believe in himself, but also in the products that the company provide.

5. Indecision. A role conflict may often occur when a salesperson needs to create customer
relations but at the same time reach sales goals. The challenge the sales manager needs to take is
to communicate with clear decisions. Furthermore these needs to be consistent.

6. Competition. Competition usually affects weaker salespeople, when not reaching the sales
goals they will blame the price. What a manager needs to do in this case is to make the
salesperson to understand the benefits of the products.

As I have discussed throughout the role of the salespeople, their commitment is crucial in many
ways. I could follow arguments stating that low-committed salespeople will be reluctant to adopt
the behavior of the company, to arguments explaining that low-committed employees behavior
will reflect negatively on the customers. These arguments highlights the importance of committed
employees, therefore I will now present motivation and coaching, as I believe they are crucial to
create commitment.
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3.4 Creating commitment

3.4.1 Motivation
The purpose of this theory in relation with my study is as I just mentioned; the importance of
salespeople’s commitment. Salespeople need to be motivated in order to perform well, a lower
motivation will cause lower sales and unwanted behavior. I will increase my readers’
understanding by presenting some motivation theories. In my study I see motivation through the
expectancy theory. However, before I present expectancy theory, I feel that it is necessary to
present Maslow and Herzberg’s motivations theories since the expectancy theory is developed
from the notion that these two theories are not complete. They do not consider all the aspects
when wanting to study motivation in a sales organization.

Maslow Hierarchy of  Needs
One of the most well known motivation theories is Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. The theory
explains that an individuals’ needs can be divided into different levels, and these different levels
of needs have different importance for an individual. The levels are often described as a pyramid,
where the lowest level is symbolized by hunger and thirst. Other levels are characterized by
security and safety, love and belonging, need of status and a feeling of self-esteem, and self-
actualization. Maslow argues that in order to reach the highest level of the pyramid one must go
through all the stages below, and it is not until an individual has reached satisfaction on one level
he or she can move on to the next. For example an individual can be motivated to earn money in
order to feed himself and the family, but when he or she has acquired a steady income then
money will no longer work as a motivator. The challenge for the manager is to identify what
level his salespeople are on in order to know how to motivates them.107

Herzberg’s Motivation-hygiene theory
Another well known theory is Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene theory. This theory makes a
difference between factors that will influence dissatisfaction and factors that influence job
satisfaction. Factors that influence dissatisfaction is called hygiene factors, and consists of salary,
supervision and working conditions. Those creating job satisfaction is called motivators and are
symbolized by responsibility, opportunity to develop and recognition.108

Expectancy theory
In comparison with the two above mentioned theories, the expectancy theory has a stronger link
between effort and performance. This theory states that different motivational needs will lead to
different behaviors.109 In the expectancy theory behavior is goal oriented, consisting of direct and
indirect goals. Let me exemplify: If a person increases sales, his direct goal will be achieved in
the manner that he has reached his sales goals. But his indirect goal may also be achieved since
there is a possibility of promotion. This theory highlights that different people will respond
differently to increased goals. One might feel more motivated whereas the other person will loose
motivation. This can be clarified by an example, lets say that in a situation there are two people,
Salesperson A and Salesperson B. If salesperson A is to reach a sales goal that has been
increased, he will either decide to try to reach it or not. If he feels it is to high he will not try to
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reach the goal. But salesperson B might react differently. Even though the increased goal is high,
he might feel motivated in trying to reach a higher result, and if he does not reach the goal he will
still feel satisfied because he tried.110

The expectancy theory is more applicable on my study since I believe that sales goals will cause
different reactions among salespeople. I believe that the subjects in the situation I am about to
study, can be characterized by both salesperson A and salesperson B. I argue that it is important
for a sales manager to understand this, and consider the behavior of his salespeople when giving
them goals. Due to how they react, they will need different forms of motivation. To find how the
salesperson will react I state that the sales manager needs to interact closely with the salesperson.
This will furthermore increase sales managers understanding in how they can create commitment
among their sales force. I believe that this understanding can be achieved by sales coaching.

3.4.2 Management by objectives – Coaching
Management by objectives is built on the basis that a salesperson and a sales manager sits down
together and agrees on what goals the salesperson should reach. The essential in this theory is that
a salesperson will become more committed to reach his or her goals if he or she will participate in
deciding them. According to Donaldsson the sales manager can also increase the commitment by
taking this opportunity to explain how the salesperson’s actions contribute to the company’s
overall performance.111 Donaldsson continues to explain that sales coaching is a method that will
decrease turnover and absenteeism, it will improve the relationship between the sales manager
and the salesperson.112 Schwepker and Good also highlights sales coaching as something
positive. They argue that sales coaching is a good way to communicate to the salespeople how
they are performing. They continue to build on Donaldsson’s argument about letting the
employees participate in the goal setting. They explain that the evaluation and feedback will be
more understandable for the salesperson since he or she has been a part of deciding the goal.
They state;  ”…sales coaching is one of the most significant opportunities available to an
organization to influence the performance of salespeople”.113 Another part of the sales coaching
is the evaluation. Through evaluation the sales manager can correct certain behavior, Donaldsson
explains that evaluation is necessary, through evaluation the employees will know how well they
are performing. This information can then be used to promote or let someone go.114 However, it
is important that the evaluation is fair and realistic,115 and for it to be fair the evaluation needs to
consider both financial and non-financial information.116 Attia et al. explains that the challenge
with a fair evaluation is for the manager to have the right information, the right information is
crucial if wanting to achieve better performance among the salespeople.117 Dolphin agrees and
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explains that a salesperson will be more committed if he or she gains more information about his
or her performance than a salesperson receiving moderate information.118

Summary: Management models and The lifeblood of the organization
Until now I have learnt that in order to improve employees performance, information is needed.
This information will reveal where improvements are needed, and the data will be collected
through relevant indicators. I have learnt that a common indicator that is used in sales professions
is sales goals. The results of the indicator will be used when the sales manager evaluates the
performance of the salesperson. However, I have also learnt that there is a backside of the sales
goals, the sales goal will not be reached if the salesperson is not committed. Commitment is
crucial and therefore a sales manager needs to work with motivation as well as sales coaching. I
have presented different types of salespeople and that it is important for a sales manager to have
this in mind. By having this in mind a sales manger can prevent to face low-committed
employees who act in an unwanted way. In the first section, management models, I presented
Schwepker and Good who raised the issue of a management model being a paradox. They
explained that the purpose of a management model is to create a committed people, which can be
connected to a Theory Y person. But they also explained that sales goals might lead to felt stress
and decreased motivation which can give us a Theory X person.119   

I believe that pressure and stress that sales goals can create will come to affect the customer. The
sales goals can foster certain behavior among the sales force, which will then be noticeable in the
interaction with the customer. If the customer then feels dissatisfied by the behavior of the
employee, he or she will reflect the dissatisfaction back on the employee, which is another source
of creating stress. I believe that the interaction between the customer and the salesperson is an
indirect factor that affects how a salesperson perceives the sales goals. Therefore I will in the next
section present customer relations. Two other theories that will be presented in the following
section is organizational culture and communication.

3.5 Customer relations
There is only one valid definition of business purpose: to create and retain a customer.120

The quotation explains that without customers a company can not survive. Therefore it is
important for a company to have satisfied customers. Results from Malhotra and Mukherjee’s
research has shown that a satisfied customer can only be created by a satisfied employee.121

Which brings me back to my argument earlier, an employee’s commitment will be detected in
the interaction with the customer. Siguaw et al. states that the interaction is crucial because a
customer will perceive the front-line employees as the firm.122 Therefore Dolphin explains that it
is important to make sure that the salespeople deliver good service.123 Siguaw et al. argues that
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good service will be reached if the customers needs are met.124 Flaherty et al. joins this
discussion and adds that because of the importance of the customers, the sales manager needs to
clarify to his sales force how their actions and interactions with the customer can bring
consequences.125 The salespeople needs to learn to always have the customers interest in mind,
and offering services that are of value and quality.126 It is important that an employee believes in
the products that they sell, because Echeverri and Edvardsson explains that an employee can be
seen as an internal customer. An internal customer is a captive, meaning that they do not have
the same choice as an external customer. If an external customer is unsatisfied with the products
offered, he or she can go somewhere else. Meanwhile the internal customer does not have a
choice but to provide the products and services the company offers. If the internal customer is
unsatisfied, it is most likely that the external customer will detect the feeling.127

The customers are crucial because they are the ones that perceive the service. Echeverri and
Edvardsson argues that the customer in a service company is different than in a manufacturing
company. In a service company a customer needs to be seen as a step in the service process. The
service is created from the interaction between the employee and the customer.128 Actually the
interaction is one factor that affects how a customer will perceive the quality of the service.129 In
manufacturing companies the customer does not play a role in the creation of the product. Except
giving their preferences as an input in the production.130

3.6 Affecting factors on the sales force commitment

3.6.1 Organizational culture
As I have mentioned earlier I believe that employees actions are influenced by how they perceive
the organization’s culture and climate. I will present this theory because I believe that it will help
me to understand my purpose, I will be able to analyze the actions of the employees against
incorporated attitudes and behaviors. Moreover, I will gain a deeper understanding of their
actions. Let me start by clarifying the distinction between an organization’s culture and climate.
A culture in an organization is rooted in the organization’s old traditions, beliefs and values.
Whereas the organizational climate is more present, Sopow explains organizational climate as
"here and now." The climate consists of factors such as communication models, incentives, rules
and regulations. The organizational culture has shown to influence the organizational climate by
80 percent, according to Sopow.131

Let us look more thoroughly what an organizational culture is before I explain organizational
climate. Mobrman argues that a culture in an organization needs to consider different aspects,
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such as, knowledge, behavior, work processes, routines, management models and rewards.132

Chan et al. argues that a culture needs to be monitored in order to prevent that the organization’s
culture and the actions of the employees are conflicting.133 Lavender builds on this argument by
explaining that the conflict between the actions of employees and the company’s culture is
mostly noticeable in banks. It is a result from the structure changes that have occurred in banks.
Some employees in banks may act as the culture is characterized by sales meanwhile some may
act as the culture not being characterized by sales. Lavender states that it is important to find a
unified culture in order for everyone to strive for the same goals. The employees who carry the
old vision, that banks does not have a culture characterized by selling, needs to modify their
views.134  By making all the employees more sales focused the bank can increase its profitability,
an awareness about sales orientation can be created through sales training.135

Lavender distinguishes between positive and negative organizational climate. If an employee
perceives the climate as positive he or she will feel safe, whereas a negative perceived climate
will create fear and uncertainty. If an employee perceives that the management puts his and the
customers interest as second, then a negative climate is born. Lavender explains that this kind of
climate is more common is organizations that have centralized decisions and a top down
communication.136

3.6.2 Internal communication
“You cannot communicate externally without communicating internally – the two are
interdependent”. 137

I want to increase my understanding if the salespeople and the sales manager in the company
perceives their situation in the same way, by doing so I will be able to identify factors that will
help them to prevent unwanted behavior. In order to identify this, I need to look at the way the
company communicates.

Companies have noticed that there are no longer clear distinctions between internal an external
communication. The internal communication will reflect outwards, since the employees in a
company will act influenced by what have been communicated to them.138 What is important for
a manager to remember is that internal communication is something that must occur on regular
basis. Continuously communicating with the company’s employees, about their performance and
what is going on in the company, will create more committed employees.139  Dolphin claims that
an open communication will make the employees more supportive.140 Internal communication
can hinder misunderstandings and uncertainty among the sales force.141
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Internal communication is especially important in banks, since many employees may have a
conflicting vision of the banks purpose. Is it sales oriented or not? A banks communicator was
asked why communication is important and he explained that in a bank, employees might believe
that their only task is to process money, but due to the changes it is important to make them
understand the new role. They do not only process money anymore but they need to understand
and communicate with the customers as well. Therefore it is important that they communicate the
vision of the bank.142 By communicating with employees they will also direct their attention and
focus towards the tasks that will bring the highest value to the company.143

Summary management model, the lifeblood of the organization, affecting factors on
commitment.
I have now presented all the theories that will help me to understand and identify the actions of
an employee and how a bank can prevent the backsides of sales goals. In the beginning of this
chapter I presented a model that showed how I perceive the linkage between the theories. As a
reminder I will summarize the model before I move on to the next chapter. The management
model will lay as a ground in how the processes in the company functions and what tools are
needed to gather information. The sales goals will be set to reach the overall result that the
company is striving for. The management model will affect the manager and how he or she will
work with his or her employees. The sales manager will communicate to his employees what
goals they need to reach, and in this interaction he will also optimize the goals. The employee
will try to reach the given goal, however, the salesperson will be influenced by the goals when
interacting with the customer. The interaction between a sales person and a customer affects the
customer relations. In this interaction the salesperson will try to sell products in order to reach the
sales goal. The reached sales will then be reported to the sales manager and the sales manager
will be able to take part of the employees performance, which I refer to as the financial
management loop. However, the result will reflect the performance of the employees, are they
performing well? The financial management loop will only show numbers of sold items. If the
sales manager is not satisfied with the result and wants to increase the performance he will use
what I call the non-financial management loop. Through non-financial management the sales
manager will be able to create greater commitment among his employees. The non-financial
management will create more committed employees which will also affect the customer relations,
satisfied employees will bring satisfied customers. This model will be used in my analysis, it will
be beneficial when trying to answer the purpose of my study. I will be able to bring together my
empirical study with my theories with the model I have created.
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4. Practical Method

4. 1 Quantitative or qualitative information
In my study I want to increase my understanding of how sales goals affects the behavior of
employees in a bank. This I will be able to do through interpreting the information I gain from the
subjects I will study. But before I can interpret the information, I need to collect and compile it.
How the information is gathered is usually connected with what form of information a researcher
needs. Since my purpose is to understand how sales goals affects the salespeople I want to
investigate what lays behind their actions. I believe that a human is unique and that his or her
actions are affected by his or her experiences and preconceptions, therefore asking them
questions will give me a deeper understanding of their reality. The method a researcher chooses
to use when collecting information needs to be in accordance with the purpose of the study,144 I
have chosen the method that I believe will contribute with most relevant information. In order to
understand the situation and the subject’s actions I need information that is seen as qualitative.
Collecting qualitative information will help me to understand why a person is acting in a certain
way. I seek to find variations in the situation, because it will help me to cover as many aspects of
the situation as possible. Trost argues that for a researcher to find patterns and variations the
qualitative method is the most appropriate.145  The method I have eliminated is the quantitative
method. If I would have applied this method, I would not be able to answer my purpose. By
gathering information that is characterized by measuring quantities and generalizing the gathered
information,146 I would not be able to study underlying factors that affect employees actions. The
quantitative information would bring me information that is shallow, therefore the quantitative
method is not sufficient enough to increase my understanding how the employees actions are
affected by sales goals. As Blumberg et al. explains, I will with the qualitative method be able to
get the advantage that a subject will put his or her own words on the situation.147 It will be
beneficial to my study in the way that I will be able to interpret how the reality is perceived by
the subjects in the bank, and also how the sales goals affect their actions.

4.2 Nordea – the answer to my questions
After establishing what kind of information will be most beneficial to my study, I need to decide
from what company I want to gather the information. I established three criterias that the
company needed to fulfill:

• A bank
• Sales oriented
• Located in Umeå

My intentions are to study how sales goals affect the employees in a bank, therefore my first
criteria is obvious. It needs to be a bank. As I argue in my problem background as well as in my
theoretical framework, the indicator sales goals rouse due to the fact that banks have become
sales oriented. Giving me the second criteria, the bank must be sales oriented. Finally I decided
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that the bank should be located in Umeå, due to convenience and that I did not have the
opportunity to travel. Due to convenience I decided to contact the bank I work at. I also found it
interesting to gain a deeper insight in how the company that I work at functions. I choose to only
study one company since I believe that the subjects actions will be contextual based. Therefore I
contacted the bank I work at, Nordea. The head manager at Nordeas branchoffice in Umeå, gave
me permission to study the employees and the sales manager at the office.

After given acceptance to conduct interviews at Nordea I started to consider who I should
interview. I chose to select respondents in a strategic way in order to receive as much relevant
information as possible. Since I use a qualitative method I do not have intentions to generalize the
information, and Helenius explains that the purpose of the qualitative method is not to pick a
sample that can be generalized.148  Rather the respondents needs to be gathered strategically in
order to contribute the most to the study.149 Interviewing respondents holding different positions,
both genders, different ages and from different departments, would bring me different
perspectives of the situation.

Nordea is divided into two departments, retail- and wholesale market. Since I work on the retail
market, I could strategically choose respondents who I knew would bring in various perspectives.
Trost explains that one needs to categorize the employees into different age groups, roles and
genders and then chose strategically.150 In the retail department I categorized the employees in
accordance with Trost’s suggestion. To assure that I would receive different answers, I chose one
from each group.

I do not have much insight in the department that is aimed at the wholesales market, therefore I
needed to use the method snowball sampling. Snowball sampling is a method where the
interviewer asks one interviewee if he or she knows anyone who would be appropriate for the
study.151 I picked the respondents through referral networks. I believe that this method is
advantageous to my study, not using the referral network would have the risk that I for example
would have picked a respondent that had just started there.

4.2.1 The access paradox: Objective Interviewer versus Employee at Nordea
Studying the company I work at was advantageous in mainly two ways, I did not need to
negotiate access and second, I had a wide knowledge about the company and did therefore not
need to spend any time trying to learn and understand the company. However, Saunders et al.
explains that I need to be careful when conducting the study at my workplace. They explain that
even though there may be many advantages there are still some disadvantages that I need to
consider. I need to remember that the assumptions I carry with me, that I have gained by working
there, might affect the study. Therefore I need to put these aside, because if I do not, I might miss
aspects that could enrich my study.152 Andersen explains that since I will interview my manager I
need to consider the issue of status. A superior might not feel comfortable in a situation where his
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subordinate is asking questions.153 I had these warnings in mind when I approached the
respondents I wished to interview. I considered the fact that just because the head manager had
granted access to information, did not mean that the respondents would be as acceptable and
eager to give me access to the information. Furthermore I considered the issue of status when
approaching the managers. I wanted to make the relationship between the two roles more relaxed,
this I believe can be achieved by showing credibility. By being knowledgeable within the area I
was to study, would assure the manager that I was there as an interviewer and not as his
subordinate wanting to question my manager. To grant access I wrote a short presentation with
the purpose of the study. I gained the consent of all the respondents. I believe that a contributing
factor that they all accepted could have been for the reason that I explained that the head manager
had approved the subject. This might have created a calmness among them, and enhanced their
participation. In my access chart my readers can create their own opinion on the level of access. I
have chosen to give my respondents fictive names, this to prevent that they can be recognized,
and to protect them against anything that will be highlighted in my analysis.

Date Minutes Respondent Atmosphere Way of answering
14 April 30 minutes Julia Calm and friendly She was very

interested in the
topic, answered with
great enthusiasm. She
did cover some other
aspects that she
believed was
interesting. She was
exhaustive in her
answers.

14 April 53 minutes Maria A bit nervous, sweet
and friendly

She was nervous but
did not have any
problems in
understanding my
questions. After I had
overcome the nervous
atmosphere she gave
very personal
answers.

14 April 43 minutes Thomas Calm, relaxed and
professional.
Comfortable enough
to make jokes

He had a very leaned
back attitude. He was
good at explaining
various aspects of the
questions I asked.

14 April 42 minutes Henrik Professional and
friendly

He was very engaged
in the situation, and
he explained how he
perceived everything.
He had a pedagogical
way of answering my
questions.

16 April 30 minutes Sara A bit nervous and
anxious.

She was nervous
about what she could
say. She asked if I
believed that some
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information she gave
was confidential.
This situation made
me more careful not
to press for any
information. I did not
want to loose access.

16 April 25 minutes Jessica Calm and
professional

Very professional
attitude and sharp
answers. She gave me
good answers. She
showed her interest
by asking my
opinions in the
subject after the
interview.

16 April 47 minutes Erika Relaxed and friendly She was very
involved and gave me
specific answers. Her
answers gave me a
picture of the whole
situation.

Figure 4. Access chart

4.3 Primary and secondary sources
There are two main techniques when collecting data for the empirical chapter, these are:154

1. Secondary sources, which consists of gathered data.
2. Primary sources, meaning to gather in new data.

I have chosen to use both secondary- and primary sources in my empirical chapter, however, I
have decided to collect as much information as possible from primary sources. My first part is
built on information collected from secondary sources, due to the reason that the information I
needed about the banks management models was held by mangers at the headquarters. Therefore
I chose to gather this information from Nordea’s annual report. The main part of the empirical
chapter is built on information gathered from primary sources, because in order to gain an
understanding of the actions and behaviors of the employees I am interested in taking part of how
they perceive their reality. This I will be able to do, by adapting a “inside-out” perspective,
meaning that I will try to see the situation from the respondents perspective.155 I will be able to
adapt an inside-out perspective by collecting the information through interviews.   

4.4 Data collection Method

4.4.1 Interview structure
I have chosen to undertake the interview method when gathering primary data. Gathering
information by using interviews means that the information will consist of statements from the
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respondents.156 The answers that I receive from my respondents, will work as a platform for my
analysis. After deciding to gather information through interviews, I needed to decide what type of
interview that would be most beneficial to my study. According to Blumberg et al. there are
different types of interviews; structured-, semi-structured and un-structured interviews.157 These
different categories are suitable for different purposes and will provide different information. If
the interview has a high structure, the questions are predetermined and the order of the questions
will be the same for each respondent. Trost explains that questionnaires are usually built on
highly structured questions. Meaning that one question, will have predetermined answers that a
respondent can choose between.158 Trost argues that using high structured questions, assumes that
the situation is the same for all the respondents.159 A highly structured interview will mean that
the questions are asked in the same way to each respondent. If the interview has a low-structure,
the interview will be a conversation where the answer of the respondent will form the next
question asked.160 As I have in mind to gain the perspective of the respondent, I want them to put
their own words on the situation. I believe, by using a low-structured interview the respondent
will be able to talk more freely and decide what parts of the situation he or she wants to highlight.
I have argued that a persons preconceptions and experiences will affect how they perceive the
situation, and therefore I do not believe that using the high-structure interview is appropriate.
This structure of interview neglects the fact that respondents are unique and that respondents do
not put value on the same things. If I would have implemented a structured interview with
questionnaires, I would present predetermined and identical questions to all my respondents. This
would eliminate all the chances to probe answers, and I would not be able to understand what
lays behind their actions.

I have chosen to use unstructured interviews, it will facilitate for my respondents to talk freely
about different areas. The unstructured interview will be most advantageous to my study, using
this method allows my respondents tol give information that is related to what they perceive as
important. This will facilitate for me to understand and interpret their situation. I argue that it is
important to let the respondent discuss freely, a interview that is less structured, will leave room
for improvisation, which I need, since each respondent will give different perspectives of the
situation. Therefore I need to create questions during the progression of the interview.

I conducted so called “face-to-face” interviews. In situation like this it is important as an
interviewer to remember that all signals that you send out may have an effect on the respondent.
It is furthermore important not to create a stressful environment by pressing for an answer or act
in any way that is demeaning for the respondent.161 The interaction between the interviewer and
the interviewee is crucial to receive information. The interaction does not only mean that the
actors in the conversation will influence each other through verbal communication, but just as
much through the non-verbal communication. Lantz  explains that the interaction will be affected
by two frameworks that a person carries. She argues that a person has an underlying frame that
will influence how a person understands and meets the other person in the interview situation.
This internal framework will influence how one orientates in the world and how one relates to
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things. The second framework that affects the interaction between an interviewer and an
interviewee is a theoretical framework or the preconceptions of a person. Lantz argues that these
two frameworks will influence and direct what is said, how it is said and why it is considered
during an interview process. Lantz states that during the interview process one of the frameworks
might come to dominate more than the other, but they are both constantly present during the
interview.162 I made sure not to push the respondents since I was well aware of the influence of
the frameworks I carried with me. I tried to catch signals from how my respondents perceived
their situation. By doing so I could adapt to the interaction between us, and making sure that my
respondent was comfortable and understood that she or he was not there to give any ‘right’ or
‘wrong’ answers.

4.4.2 Prior Planning Prevents Poor Performance
Lantz emphasizes the importance of preparation before conducting an interview. The more
prepared an interviewer is, the more relevant information she will receive.163 Before starting to
collect the primary data I made sure to be knowledgeable about the situation I was interested in
investigating. Saunders et. al. argues that if I am well read about what I are about to study then I
will be able to be more critical to the information given to me. Saunders et al explains “A well
informed interviewer has a basis for assessing the accuracy of some of the information
offered”.164

Formation of the interview guide and its questions
To be well prepared I designed an interview guide that would be an aid during the interview. I
decided to form questions that were wide and open-ended. With open-ended I mean that there are
no predetermined answers, and the questions were free for interpretation. I decided to have few
wide questions, due to the fact that the follow-up questions will vary between respondents, since
they will interpret the wide question differently. The purpose of the wide question was also to
work as an aid for the respondent, they would have a starting point to discuss from. Therefore my
interview guide became customized for each respondent. The wide questions that I constructed,
as well as the follow-up questions that were created during the interview, were influenced by my
theoretical framework. During the interview some respondents came to cover more negative
aspects of sales goals and how the goals affects them, in this case I needed to be more careful
with the follow-up questions. Due to the situation becoming more sensitive I did not want the
respondent to feel that I violated the access they were willing to give me. So, instead of follow-up
questions I allowed longer pauses.

When designing the questions I made sure that the questions did not contain theoretical concepts,
in order to avoid confusion among my respondent. Andersen argues that if a researcher will use
words that are characterized by theoretical words, then he or she will most likely meet negative
reactions.165 Instead I used terms that were rooted in the ‘real-life’ of the respondent. When
forming questions that had a negative implications, I chose to form them as ‘Do you believe that
there could be salespeople who act unethical because of sales goals?’, instead of asking if he or
she has for example acted unethical.
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4.4.3 Process
When my interview guide and its questions were done, I contacted my respondents through
email. I sent a short presentation about the purpose of the study and what date and time I was
interested in interviewing them. I decided before the interview that the interview would take
around one hour. I booked the respondent for one and a half hour, I wanted to reduce all risks that
I would have to stop the interview if it would take longer than one hour. When the interview
started I clarified for each respondent about their rights. I explained that the their participation is
not mandatory and that they had the right to decline questions they did not want to answer. I also
explained that there are no right or wrong answers, my interest was to take part of their
perspective of the situation. To allay any anxiety I put forward what the results would be used for
and who would be able to take part of it. Then I presented how the interview would proceed.
Lastly I asked for their permission to record the interview, due to later being able to interpret
what has been said in the right context. Recording the interview also helped me to remember
what had been said. I informed my respondents that the recording was only for my use and would
be erased after I have transcribed the interview. I explained that by doing so the respondent
would be able to take part of what had been said and would have a chance to correct statements
he or she had said.

I did not provide my respondents with the questions or the themes before the interview. Some
may argue that validity will be promoted if the respondents can take part of the questions before
the interview. However, I argue that if the respondent would see the questions or the themes
before the interview, it will enable him or her to think through his or her answers before the
interview. They would be able to read about the situation since they did have access to the
purpose of the study. Since I was to conduct unstructured interviews, meaning that the respondent
will direct the interview, I would receive information that would not be spontaneous or maybe
not even trustworthy.

One disadvantage with the interview that I believe could have affected my respondents was the
fact that I could not promise anonymity. I explained that I will not mention any names, however,
employees could probably identify each other in the study. I argue that this could have affected
them in the way that they are not as open, and might say things that sounds ‘good’, in case their
manager could identify them. Due to always protecting my respondents, I have chosen to remove
any information that makes it possible to identify them. I do not want any information to create
any harmful consequences for my respondents.

After the conversation was over, I transcribed the interviews, meaning that I wrote down the
conversations on paper. An advantage with transcribing the interviews is that it allows me to keep
the words in the exact same sentences as they were used in. It will be easier to analyze, because I
will see the whole context in front of me. Most importantly it will increase the chances to
interpret the words in the right context. After compiling the interviews, I sent them to my
respondents for approval. I asked them to read through the material and then give me feedback.
The purpose was to let my respondents see if I had misunderstood anything of what they had
said. I believe this is the best course of action in order to fulfil the criteria credibility.
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4.5 Language of the interviews
I chose to conduct the interviews in Swedish, since it was the mother tongue of all the
respondents. The advantage of conducting the interviews in their mother tongue will make them
feel more confident and more free to express themselves. I sent the final draft of the empirical
chapter which was in English so that they could see that I have interpreted everything right and
understood what they had said.

4.6 Compilation of the interviews
The information that I have gathered through the interview process I just have described, is
presented in the next chapter. I have chosen to present each interview independently from each
other. The two reasons why I have chosen to present it like this, is:

• By presenting each respondent the reader will be able to form his or her opinion about the
content. I believe that presenting each respondent individually, will highlight their answers
more and thereby making it easier as a reader to understand what the respondents have said.

• Furthermore they are not direct comparable for the reason that they might have chosen to talk
about different things, the same questions were not asked. Therefore there is no relevance of
comparison. The respondents are unique and so are their answers, presenting the respondents
answers against each other would therefore be like comparing apples with oranges. It is not
my purpose to compare the answers but to capture their own reflections, which will contribute
to an increased understanding about the situations different aspects.
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5. Empirical Study

5.1 Introduction
To be able to have an effective strategy for interpretation, one needs to think through how to
present the interviews.166 As I mentioned earlier, I have decided to present each respondent
individually. I believe that I would loose the “reality” by presenting the questions elaborated. I
want to understand what affects their actions and this presentation will let me take part of various
perceptions. When conducting the interviews I noticed that the respondents did not have much
insight to the banks management model. They explained that decisions about the management
models lays in the hands of managers at the headquarters. Therefore the first part of this chapter
consists of information from Nordea’s annual report. I believe that it is necessary to present this
in order to understand why the employees have certain goals. It also has the importance that I can
see if the managers and the employees are working in accordance with the visions and values that
are stated by Nordea’s headquarters.

5.2 Presentation of the chosen company: Nordea Bank AB167

Nordea is a bank operating mainly in the Nordic and Baltic sea region. The name is a creation
from four other Nordic banks: Merita Bank, Nordbanken, Unibank, and Christiania Bank og
Kreditkasse. The operations conducted from these banks has since 2001 been conducted under
the name Nordea. Nordea has the following vision “be the leading Nordic bank, acknowledged
for its people, creating superior value for customers and shareholders”.

Before 2007 Nordea worked after values like: speed, focus and performance. These values were
guidelines and influenced the behavior and attitudes at Nordea, values making Nordea an
efficient and profitable bank. After 2007 these values has become to act as a foundation, a
foundation based on profit orientation, capital and cost management. Nordea is satisfied that
these values are well incorporated in and are now trying to build a top on that foundation. They
want to take the values one step further, values being customer and people-oriented. So, during
2007 the banks vision changed, from being focused on profits, they are now emphasizing that
people are the banks most important asset. The people are the ones making the difference for
Nordea. This strategy is seen as one step forward, at Nordea they argue that people and products
are different, the products at Nordea can be copied, but not the people. By having unique people
in the company, Nordea will be able to use them as an competitive advantage. The new values
that Nordea has worked with since 2007 are:

• “Great customer experiences, It’s all about people and One Nordea team. Great customer
experiences means that we think and act with the customer in mind, we understand individual
customer needs and exceed expectations, we deliver professionally and we create long-term
relationships.”

                                               
166 David Silverman, Intepreting qualitative data, (Great Britain: Sage Publications Ltd, 2006), 109.
167 Nordea, annual report 2007.
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• “It’s all about people means that we acknowledge that people make the difference, we enable
people to perform and grow, we foster initiative taking and timely execution and we assess
performance in an honest and fair way.”

5.2.1 Performance Management
During 2007, Nordea changes their vision and values and during this time they have also come to
work after new strategic frameworks. The performance management model that Nordea uses
promotes the four cornerstones that their strategic framework consists of: that Nordea works with
a strong profit orientation, high targets and visions, have a strong focus on the company’s culture
and strong customer-oriented values, and a clear growth strategy.

Nordea’s performance management model core elements are: the Balanced Scorecard (BSC), this
is used to transform strategy into actions. Nordea also works with the Rolling Financial Forecasts
(RFF), which purpose is to ensure information about the financial performance in the future. The
purpose of BSC as a management tool is to: ensure right behavior, support processes, and to
make strategic decisions. The new values and the profitability foundation are integrated in the
BSC. One of the indicators used are, KPI which stands for key performance indicators. The KPI
indicators will measure success and progress of the values and strategies that Nordea works with.
The indicators are mostly focused on income growth and customer satisfaction. The KPIs are
seen as very important and are therefore mandatory within Business Areas to use.

Nordea works with two surveys: CSI – Customer Satisfaction Index and ESI – Employer
Satisfaction Index. These surveys are conducted every year. These surveys covers aspects such as
attitudes and satisfaction. The ESI is a tool that helps managers to improve their teams. The
survey will show them how the employee perceives the leadership in Nordea, and the workplace
in general.
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5.3 The Respondents

Thomas
Thomas holds a sales management position. He has been involved in the finance sector around
thirty years, during these thirty years he has held many different positions. He works with
coaching his employees to reach the company’s goals, as well as working with administrative
personal questions.

Sales management
According to Thomas leadership is about coaching, he explains that a leader will be given
directions and goals. He explains that in order to reach goals and follow the same direction, a
leader must bring together his employees. He states that leadership is important in a bank, a
leader has goals, and to reach these goals, an employee needs to bring results. Therefore he
argues that it is important that a leader structures his employees.

Thomas explains that his leadership style is mainly characterized by coaching, he argues, by
coaching he is able to support his employees. He believes that a leader must promote a positive
atmosphere to create an open dialogue between him and his employees. As a leader Thomas is
open for critique from employees, he laughs and jokes: “But I do not want critic but I am open
for it, they can give me critic but I do not like getting critic” .

Jokes a side, he explains that his employees knows that he is open for critic, and if he receives it,
he considers how he can improve himself in that matter. He explains that as a leader he is very
straight forward, he always shares with his employees what he has on his mind.

Thomas continues to reflect about his leadership style, he says that he uses the same work
structure on each employee. However, he stresses that he emphasizes different things depending
on the individual he is interacting with. He says that different individuals will act differently on
the information given. But he does not consider background factors such as age or so.

Management models
Concerning management models, Thomas explains that they work with a model that helps them
to know where improvements are needed. He says that the model is a tool helping to create a
better flow in their work. With this model, the employees are able to take part of what is expected
from them and it also allows them to take part of the results they have achieved. Thomas says that
he lets his employees take part of their achievements weekly. He clarifies that he does not present
individual results during this meeting. He explains:

“I do not stand there and say ‘X you did this and this and Y you have only done that,’ but during
the meetings I will only present the group result and if we have reached the group goal.”

He argues that if he will present individual results, he will do it face-to-face in his office. He
explains that presenting individual results in front of everyone, and then compare them, is not
possible. He says that every employee works with different circumstances, which results in
different goals. During these weekly meetings employees gives suggestions and thoughts about
the work structure, and from these suggestions they identify factors they can work with in order
to create improvements.
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He argues that keeping the individual feedback face-to-face, will be more appreciated among his
employees, and it will also reduce stress factors. He believes that presenting individual results in
front of everyone will cause stress and an anxiety, especially among those who have performed
under average. He explains that goals that he has set on individual level, is not presented in
group, since it is not necessary for everyone to know. All they need to know is the goal they have
on them as a group.

When talking about measuring performance, Thomas explains that they use their own developed
model. This model helps managers to see how their employees are performing. The model
measures the goals that are set on the employees, both financial and non-financial. He explains
that the employees at the bank are working after goals, goals used as indicators to measure
performance. He states that these indicators are mainly sales goals. However, they also consider
non-financial indicators such as how the employee interacts with his or her customers. When
explaining how the sales goals are decided, he explains:

“I would like to lie and say that it is the individuals themselves who decides upon the goals they
want to work after, but that is not the case. We are given goals from higher decision makers in
the organization…”

Thomas explains that the goals received from the company management, must to be reached. He
explains that as a manager he has not much to say about the goals given, therefore the goals on
the employees can be seen as demands. He says that if an employee is far from reaching his or
her goal, then yes, he or she will eventually be questioned. However, he explains that he keeps
his employees updated about their performance. He provides his employees with monthly coach
meetings. During these meetings he will clarify to his employee about his or her performance in
accordance with his or her goals. He adds that if an employee has not reached the goals there are
usually some valid explanations. He reflects that if an employee would constantly be performing
under average, then there would be a question about maybe replacing the person to another
position. If a person does not reach his or her goals, it does not mean that the goal will be
decreased, he explains that  a goal has never been decreased. The only chance for a bank to lower
the goals is if the goals are being adjusted downwards in accordance with market changes.
Thomas argues that lowering goals are very seldom, instead goals are more common increased.
Thomas speculates generally about what could happen if goals are set to high or if they are
unrealistic. He comes to the conclusion that it could become a mental challenge since the person
would from the beginning feel that ”this I will never reach”. He explains that this feeling can
become very stressful for an employee. However, Thomas explains that goals are necessary in
order to increase the focus among the employees. He says that the short term and the long-term
goals his employees have, are basically the same, only broken down into different periods.

Sales Force
Thomas argues that the employees are crucial for the bank:

“without employees we would not get any customers. They are needed in order to run a company,
and therefore committed and competent co-workers are crucial.”
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He explains that the bank are always nurturing the relationship with their employees. Therefore
they always want to be updated in how their employees are performing in the company. When
Thomas explains about an employee’s performance he argues that in a sales organization it can
include everything from good sales, good administrative work, basically everything that
contributes to developing the branch office, is a performance. He says that he evaluates he
employees during his coach meetings. The performance evaluation is based on sales goals but
also how they interact with customers. Thomas states that the perception of the interaction
between the employee and the customer is usually put forward by the customer. And he takes this
perception into account during the evaluation of performance. He explains that in an evaluation it
is important to consider both “hard data” and “soft data”. The indicators used to gather this data,
is created by the model that Thomas explained earlier. He explains that it is easier to set financial
goals, like sales goals than what he calls “soft data”, if setting goals based on soft data, a manager
will evaluate the employee on factors such as how they function in groups and so, he states.

He explains that his employees are well aware of how their performance is measured but if they
are aware why it is measured can be discussed. Evaluating employees’ performance can bring
mixed emotions, according to Thomas. He explains that the emotions are not always positive, but
can be rather emotional. However, he argues that it is important to measure and evaluate
performance, by measuring and evaluating the employee will be updated how they function at
work, if they are performing under or over average, how they interact with customers and so on.
This feedback also gives the employees a chance to express their interest in increasing their
competence in something, whereas training comes into the picture. Thomas continues to explain
the role of measuring performance, he says that the salary is performance based. Thomas reflects
generally about the impacts of salary based performance. He starts by arguing that as person
receiving performance based salary will work harder. He exemplifies:

“If I knew that I would get X percent if I did that and that, I would probably strive more actively
to reach a certain goal than I do today. That is how I think it affects everyone”.

A common aspect that is put forward in relation with salary based performance is unethical
behavior. Thomas does not believe that anyone in his team would act unethical but in general
there can be a risk. He reflects about the issue of finding a balance between reaching sales goals
and creating good customer service. He explains that there can occur situations where a person
finds it conflicting to find a balance. Thomas reflects that this form of conflict may be in banks,
but the chance that an employee fakes a deal or so is small. He would like to believe that it does
not exist, but of course there are always small chances. He argues that this risk can be reduced by
various forms of control:

“It will be difficult to act unethical if there are many who controls your work”

Thomas talks about how the bank has gone through structure changes during the years he has
worked in the field. He believes that the changes can have come to work as stress factors for
many employees, especially the ones who are about to retire. He argues that this group are the
ones that had to adopt to the new structure, before the structure changed, banks were not sell-
oriented. He reflects that the new orientation of the banks, probably has been a difficult
adjustment for this group of employees. He explains that most of the employees have come to
accept the new structure that the bank has applied. However, in the beginning of the
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transformation some common reactions towards the change was that they argued that they were
not hired to sell. He explains their new role in the new bank structure:

“Now banks are associated with selling. If an employee can not buy the concept then they do not
have a future in the bank, that is how it is”.

Thomas argues that it is important as a leader to motivate his employees. He explains that he
motivates them through coaching but also by having fun at work and creating a good team
feeling.

Customer relations
When it comes to customer service it is about acting proactive, he explains, it is about creating an
awareness. This means that the employee recommends products that the customer needs, but
which he did not know he needed until being told about them. He states that working in a
proactive way is common since Nordea is very customer oriented. When reflecting about
customer orientation he believes that there can be a minor difference on the customer focus
between a manager and an employee. He exemplifies by saying that a manager becomes a
manager because he might be more goal oriented. However, he stresses that everyone are very
engaged in customers. In order to make his employees understand the importance of good
customer relations, he joins some meetings the employee has with a customer. This gives him an
understanding how the employee is interacting with the customer, and then he can base his
feedback on this.

Commitment
Thomas argues that communication is important in order to create motivated employees. He
explains that communicating about the employees performance will create greater involvement
and commitment. He stresses the importance of a working dialogue between the manager and the
employees, by explaining what would happen if it did not exist:

“…No one would care, if one can not hear how he or she is doing…then it would not function to
well”.

Thomas explains that he communicates through weekly meetings, he also promotes an open
dialogue. He states that by having an open dialogue he can, as he does today, communicate more
informal on daily basis with his employees. He does not like to follow an agenda when
communicating with his employees. The informal communication brings them more close
together, he argues.

According to Thomas, organizational culture consists of the bank’s vision, how employees are
handled, benefits and so on. Important in an organizational culture is a clear direction on what is
expected, how one is expected to act. He continues to explain that other important factors are to
create inclusiveness and to be a good employer. The culture of Nordea is, according to Thomas,
being a Nordic bank with a new vision reflecting that nothing is impossible and having the
customers in focus. He states that it feels that they are on the right way. It has been a bit
confusing but now a certain strategy has been chosen. He explains that the Nordic vision that
Nordea has adapted has made all the pieces come together. With this new strategy, ‘middle
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hands’ have been removed, Thomas believes that a flatter organization will create a coherent
culture. Thomas believes that how he acts will affect the culture. He explains:

“It is important as a leader to stand up for what the bank stands for. Even though one sometimes
might have different opinions, it is the bank that has decided the standards and I am employed at
the bank and therefore I need to accept what is said even though one might not agree and this is
what needs to be communicate to the employees as well.”

He ends this argument by clarifying that as a leader it is important to consider your actions,
because they will influence the employees acceptation of the culture.

Personal reflection
Thomas highlights the goal setting, he explains that when goals are increased, some employees
might become stressed. Thomas explains, “One has never time to catch for breath, just keep
going. Like running a marathon, after the race you have a few minutes to catch your breath and
then run a new race”.

Jessica
Jessica has been employed at the bank for a few years. She has experience from two different
positions at the bank. In her everyday work she is in direct contact with customers.

Sales management
In Jessica’s opinion, good leadership is characterized by someone who can coach and motivate
development among his employees. Someone who dares to speak for the employees, and who
also has the ability to communicate the information he receives from the company management.
She reflects about her manager’s leadership qualities, and explains that she is satisfied with how
he works:

“His main focus is to develop us and that we continuously feel stimulated. He is very straight
forward and clear in his opinions and in his role as a leader. It does not feel like he says one
thing to us and then another thing on the board meetings.”

She adds that he works with a leadership style that is adapted to each individual:

“He tries to find things, he asks what you want to do and how you want to develop, he tries to
develop us as individuals, not as a group since we are all different.”

Jessica explains that in order to involve his team, he asks for example each employee if they want
increased responsibility, she says that he is considerate in valuing their opinions.

Management models
Jessica explains that her work is evaluated on both financial and non-financial factors. When she
works with customers, her manager walks around and listens. By doing so he will be able to
evaluate her on how she functions in groups and how she interacts with customers. However, she
explains that the evaluation of the employees performance is supposed to be based on both
financial and non-financial indicators but she feels that when the manager argues about their
performance it is mostly the financial aspect that is considered. She continues to explain about
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the financial measurements by saying that the sales goals are set by her manager. She stresses that
the manager argues that they are involved in deciding what goals they will work after, but that is
not the case. Jessica states clearly that she would most likely want to participate in deciding what
goals she is supposed to reach. She argues that it is important to let the employees take part of
setting the goals, because the manager will use this indicator as an argument when discussions
about salary is brought to the table. She says that not reaching a goal is an argument for the
manager not to raise one’s salary. However, she explains that the indicator helps managers to
identify needs in training. She believes that goals makes her more focused to close deals.
According to Jessica some might perceive goals as a stress factor, not reaching the goals can be
stressful. She says that the manager presents how she has performed during coach meetings.
Jessica defines performance as to always deliver a result and to achieve the goals.

However, she has no doubts about the importance of goals, she argues, that one will feel
stimulated working with goals. She reflects about what would happen if goals are set to high, and
comes to the conclusion that to high goals might decrease motivation. Another issue sales goals
can bring is that they might create an environment characterized by competition. She explains the
negative side of this:

“We are supposed to work as a team and as a company, and be able to feel joy with each other
and not sit and compare between each other what we sell”.

She argues that a manager can prevent a competitive environment by promoting a team feeling.
There needs to be an existing dialogue about this, if not, an employee will see the customer as her
or his. This might lead to the fact that the employees will fight for the customers, because if their
co-worker gets the customer, it would be seen as one loosing sales credits to ones co-worker. She
states that a manager must look at the achieved results presented at group level and not at
individual level.

Customer relations
Customer service is according to Jessica, concentrating on the customers’ interests, solving their
problems and exceeding their expectations. Her manager works with motivating her to
understand the importance of customer relations by giving some pointers about her interaction
with customers. To establish good customer relations Jessica makes sure to consider the
customers needs and always asking questions about the customers’ satisfaction. She reflects
about the conflict a salesperson can face when having to focus on customers needs, but at the
same time, sales goals;

“There are possibilities that a conflict like this can arise, but it is said that we need to act after
the interests of the customers. And if only thinking like that then there will be no conflicts.”

Commitment
Jessica explains that her manager ensures her about how she contributes to the team, he
emphasizes how she as a person is a valuable asset. However, he does not explain how she
contributes to the overall financial results. Jessica explains that communication between a
manager and his employees is very important because without communication there would be
many question marks and many roomers flowing. She says that her manager communicates with
her mostly in an informal way. Usually by approaching her but also through email. He
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communicates with her on daily basis about how she is performing and informing her about new
things.

Organizational culture is described by Jessica as how employees interact with each other as well
as with customers. In Nordea’s culture she believes that it is important to constantly communicate
the organizational culture that exists and that it is coherent. When hiring people the manager must
make sure that they live up to the culture that the company has. She perceives Nordea’s
organizational culture as:

“Focusing on choosing the right employees, they emphasis that it is important to find a balance
between work and personal life. And I believe that there is a very good informal communication
between each other…That the word manager has turned into sales coach shows that their
responsibility is to direct, motivate and coach their employees..”

Maria
Maria has been employed at the bank for around a decade. She is holding a position where she is
in daily contact with various customers.

Sales management
Maria explains that leadership is about being able to lead, and being able to listen. Leadership is
important for the reason that it creates a feeling of safety. She explains that her manager is direct
and very ambitious. He is a strict manager, but at the same time easygoing. Maria reflects how
her manager works with adapting his leadership style after her needs:

“He probably has his directives and I believe that he wants to follow them. However, if I
compare him to other leaders I have had, he works with creating inclusiveness.”

She explains that her manager works with creating inclusiveness but he also makes sure that
everyone focuses on selling. She says that a reason why she perceives his leadership as different,
is a result of the structure changes that have occurred in the bank. These changes has made a
leader adapt a different way of working. Before the changes, a leader did not have to work with
involving the employees, she explains.

Management models
Maria explains that her manager makes sure that she knows that her job and her tasks are
important for the bank. She is told that she is a part of the rest of the bank. She explains that she
works after goals that are related to sales. Maria explains that the goals makes her more focused.
She reflects that it is the reported sales that her manager will measure, Maria can not recall that
her leader takes into account other indicators than sales goals when evaluating her. She believes
that sales goals have the advantage that they will make an employee more focused, and argues:

“…one must have sales goals to reach. That is what everything is built on. What the leader
reports monthly, feedback…”

Maria stresses that sales goals can on the other hand create stress, there might be a worry that one
will not reach them. She explains that it is tiring to always work after goals. She clarifies that the
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sales goals are not demands but rather guidelines. She explains that there are no consequences if
they do not reach the goals:

“There is no evaluation or feedback about why we did not reach the goals. Sure we talk about it,
what it could depend on, but mostly among ourselves. That there were only a few customers
today, it was this and this time of the month and so on”.

When she talks about evaluation she explains that her manager will judge her performance on the
sales results she presents to him. She explains that this form of reporting is based on honesty. She
explains that her performance is not really evaluated, many who hold a “lower” position at the
bank, feel that they are measured but not evaluated as much as someone holding a higher
position. However, when she reflects if she wishes that her manager would acknowledge her
performance more extensive than today she explains:

 “It depends. It is that…sure it is good but it can also create…Everyone are working with the
same goals and it can create jealousy if certain people are being acknowledged, that is how it is.
It is a question for the leader to find a balance in order to avoid jealousy, he can acknowledge
everyone sometime, as long as it is not always the same people.”

Maria reflects about how the bank has become more sales oriented throughout the years. She
argues that the new structure is something one must accept:

“Many are so new so they do not know any other way. They are hired on the basis that a bank is
sales oriented, that I am not. Working at a bank, is completely different today than it used to be
and it is not always positive. It is the fact with the demands, to always have the whip on your
back… That is the big difference.”

Customer relations
Maria explains that customer service is about knowing and feeling what the customer wants. She
explains that she is customer oriented in her way of working. She believes the her manager might
focus more on the sales goals, but she explains:  “one can not force products on someone who do
not want it”.

She says that her behavior affects how the customers perceive the visit. She says that some
customers can come in and say that they were not satisfied with the salesperson they had been in
contact with earlier at the bank and she reflects that this can be a result caused by some
salespeople being to sales focused.

Commitment
Maria states that it is important for an employee to be motivated in order to feel satisfied with
work. She explains that she has always been motivated, but can not recall that her manager tries
to motivate her other than explaining about sales and what they need to achieve. She explains that
her manager motivates everyone in the same way and she does not believe that he takes into
account background factors or so.

Maria explains that the purpose of communications is to create a feeling of involvement. She says
that it is good if managers communicate their reflections and what decisions they have taken and
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so on.  She describes her manager’s communication as “smaller conversations”, she explains that
she believes that these conversations are supposed to occur ones a month but she can not
remember when she had her last feedback meeting. According to her, the meetings are necessary
if you need to discuss something face-to-face.

Personal reflections
Maria reflects the high turnover which has come with the new orientation. “It is important to keep
the turnover low, so that they customers will not become confused. It can become more difficult
to create customer loyalty. Since private economy is so sensitive and one does not want to go to
just anyone, especially now when they are so sales focused. But this is probably a generation
question, younger people might be less reluctant to go to different people at the bank”.

Henrik
Henrik is an employee with direct contact with customers, he has been working at the bank for
around one decade.

Sales Management
Henrik explains leadership as an ability to increase ones performance, make the ones who
perform under average, to perform above average. A leader needs to create a balance among his
or her employees. He states that his manager works in a good way, his support is there when he
needs it. According to Henrik, his manager gives good pointers and makes sure that he works in
the right direction. He continues to explain that the leadership style is adapted to his needs. He
argues that his manager knows that every employee is different, therefore they will need different
coaching.

Henrik explains that his work is evaluated from how good he works and reaches the goals that are
set on him. He says that the bank has adapted a new way of working, meaning that the bank has
adapted a model that takes into account everything that they do. He believes that this is positive
in the way, that you will always know for example why a customer has been contacted. However,
the negative side of it, is that it has made the everyday tasks characterized by selling, he argues.
Henrik explains that the bank says that one must focus on many customers, and he feels that he
ends up in a dilemma. He is given directives to find new customers, but at the same time he has
old customers with needs. He explains that it is difficult to find a balance. Henrik explains that
being an ambitious person may lead to always wanting to help all the customers, which can
sometimes be difficult, but he works with always putting the customers interest first, and tries to
give great service to all his customers.

Management model
Henrik explains that he works after the goals the bank has, but he stresses that he also works after
one goal he has set on himself, which is to do anything for a customer. He emphasis the
importance of a happy customer and explains that one satisfied customer will bring ten satisfied
customers. He argues that an employee can not be dismissed if they are seen as ‘small
customers’, he exemplifies that a small customer will eventually become a big customer.

He says that it is his employer who sets the sales goals, he argues that to some extent he is
involved in the goal setting. Henrik says that they receive a goal, and then they can divide them
among them, but he has no input in the goals set on the branch office. He explains that he wishes
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to be involved in deciding the goals to a higher extent than today. He argues that he does his best
to reach the goals, but explains that it would be easier if he himself was involved in setting the
goals. He reflects that the goals are important, they will help the bank to know how they are
performing. It will also help him, he explains, by goals he will know what to achieve and to strive
after. It makes one more efficient. The higher the goals are and the better these goals are
achieved, the better the bank will perform, which will not only benefit the bank, but also the
employees, Henrik explains. One aspect Henrik puts forward is that they need to report their
results manually, which is time consuming. His suggestion is that the reporting should be
atomized.

Commitment
When it comes to communication it is important that it works, and that it is direct. Through
communication one will always stay updated what happens, he explains. He says that it is
important that the communication is upwards as much as downwards. He explains that this is
promoted at the bank, but as in many other companies, communication can always be improved.
He explains that he communicates more informal with his manager, his door is always open for
his employees.

He argues that the leadership style in the bank can be seen as coaching. He explains that he
perceives the coaching at the bank as being given support and directives when needed. His
manager always has time to explain what must be done, and if Henrik feels that he lost direction,
he can always count on his manager. His manager will point out everything that needs to be done,
he explains that he is also given feedback about his performance, and offered training when
needed. He explains that his manager evaluates his performance, but he can not recall how.
However, since he receives feedback, and feedback needs to be based on something. Henrik
states that his manager evaluates their performance on other basis than sales goals. His manager
will also consider how Henrik has worked to achieve them, his commitment and attitude and so
on. Not to forget, the bank promotes great social skills, meaning that it is important that an
employee functions well with his co-workers. He stresses that he likes that his manager takes this
into account, because what if an employee has sold more than demanded, but made all the
customers dissatisfied, then what is the customer value? he asks.

Henrik argues that in his opinion, customer relations are more important than reaching the goals,
because if one can create strong customer loyalty then in the long run the goals will be reached as
well. According to Henrik, performance is about making a customer happy and create satisfied
colleagues.

Sara
Sara has been working at Nordea for some years. She has held different positions, and is today
working in direct contact with customers.

Sales management and Commitment
In Sara’s opinion leadership is an aid in how to conduct work, it is also about creating stimuli
among his employees, it is about leading employees in the right direction. She explains that
leadership is important in order to know if one is working in accordance with the policies the
bank promotes. When she reflects how her manager works as a leader she says:
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“I receive feedback all the time and we have those coach meetings and he is always present…He
must also sort out information he gives us because he probably receives tremendously with
information from above. This is good because we can not receive everything. Because then we
would probably become schizophrenic. So he must sort out what he decides he wants to share
with us.”

Sara argues that her manager adapts his leadership after her needs. She has noticed how he has
different demands on his employees, she believes that this is a result of him considering where in
life his employees are. If an employee is having trouble in his or her personal life, he does not
demand as much during this time. Talking about motivation she explains that it is important in
order to feel that work has a meaning and her manager motivates her by giving her
commendation when she has performed well, it can be financial or non-financial rewards, she
explains.

Sara explains that communication is everything, because the same meaning can be interpreted in
various ways. She states that her manager communicates with her through meetings and emails.
Without communication there would be many misunderstanding, she argues. She explains that a
working communication is especially important in a bank, due to the reason that in banks
decision needs to be fast.

When thinking about Nordea’s culture it is ethic and moral she explains. She continues to explain
that the top managers want the culture to be ethical but they also want to earn money, to be the
bank that can handle everything but also offer great service. She explains that as an employee at
the bank her job is to maintain the visions the bank carries. When talking about what is important
she says that it is important that everyone strives for the same things, that the strategy does not
change every third year, it needs to be coherent. A long-term strategy needs also to value its
employees, “after all, we are the ones who are the bank”, she says.

Management model
Sara explains that her performance is measured through sales goals, she is not involved in
deciding the goals, they are given to her. She explains that the goals are set on the whole group
and the results and the feedback is presented as a group result. Sara states that goals helps one to
focus but she also considers the other aspect of goal setting:

“Customers…If I know that I get so and so many sales credits from some products then maybe
one will rather sell that, that could be negative. It can also be negative in case you have not sold
anything one week, then you might feel worthless. Now, this has not happened but I can imagine
how it would feel to send an empty result sheet….”

She gives her picture of why she believes that her performance is measured: “It is a pressure. Its
purpose is for the bank to make money, I can not imagine anything else”.

Sara argues that one would probably work just as well without goals. She continues by reflecting
that individual goals would bring the feeling of responsibility. She says that individual goals are
good in the way that then she knows how she is performing and her manager will be able to give
her individual feedback. She explains that the bank going from a administrative structure to
become more sales oriented did in the beginning feel stressful: “The word selling was not really
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aloud to be used until the end of 1990’s. It was considered as an ugly word” she explains. But
she has come to become used to it and does no longer think about it.

Julia
Julia has worked at the bank for several years, she is also a union representative. In her everyday
work she is in direct contact with her customers.

Management Model and Customer relations
Julia explains that the focus on sales goals are decreasing. There is no longer so much focus on
how much you sell, Julia states. She argues that a person hired 10-20 years ago, has needed to
change his/her way of working. However, today when the bank hires employees they will hire the
ones that are more sales oriented, because that is what the work description looks like today. One
is looking at different circumstances than before, she clarifies. The sales orientation has created
discussion in the company management, discussions about what is advising and what is selling.
She exemplifies that advising is about having the customers best in mind. For example, if a
customers savings look good, one needs to give them the advise to be satisfied and not do
anything at the moment, that is advising. She states that an employee must stand up for
themselves against their employer in issues where they feel that there might be an conflict in
being a ”seller” or being an ”adviser”. She says that it is important to be satisfied with what you
as an employee do:

”One does not have to do something just because the bank says so. The customer must have a
need. If the customer has a need then it is no problem. However, if the customer does not have a
need, if they do not want a certain product and you try to convince them that they do and they
will just take it to make you happy, then what is the customer value? They will never use the
product because they will not understand the benefits of it. But you have gotten one sales credit,
that is not how we want it”.

Julia explains that the competition between banks has grown, but that is not necessary anything
negative, a customer must have the opportunity to compare offers, a customer must negotiate.
She says that a customer must be able to look at different products and compare, the more
knowledge they have, the better decisions adapted to their needs they will make.

Julia says that there are differences between how the management and the front-line employees
perceives this situation, she laughs and explains: ”Yes, we have to face the customers, they don’t.
They never sit with the customers. It is not comparable. They paint this dream scenario. But we
live in the reality. They never need to defend their actions towards the customers in the same way
as us. If you with the customer decide on a saving form that later showed to be unsuitable for the
customer, of course the bank will give you advise and protect you. But it is still you who end up in
the dilemma…It is to me they come back to complain. I need to defend my actions. Therefore I
need to feel safe in what I do.”

Julia explains that an employee must have the interest of the customer in mind, this will create
better customer relations and will benefit the company and the employees. The employees will
feel satisfied when their customers are satisfied. She argues that an employee needs to form an
own opinion about what is right and what is wrong. One must feel good and proud of the
decisions and advises they send with a customer.
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As a representative from the union, Julia explains that they work on figuring out a solution to
this dilemma by trying to decide on how they should work. There has been numerous letters
informing banks about the heavy sales focus, but no agreement has yet been reached. They can
not agree on how the bank has worked before, if there has been to much pressure on selling or
not. The union advocates that there should be group goals instead of individual goals, due to the
fact that groups are working together. She explains that banks need to avoid the feeling of my
customers and change it to the bank’s customers. It is important to see the whole picture and
therefore only look at the groups results, she argues. Individual goals might lead to jealousy
among co-workers.

She ends the interview by reflecting about the management at the bank;
”Subordinates motivate each other differently, on another level…It is not the managers who
perform the challenge therefore it is easy for them to take the challenge…Has a manager
investigated in how much we sell, when they decide to increase the goals? That means in order to
reach that, we need to focus less on something else. We are limited. Therefore it can be stressful
with demands, demands and demands…”

Erika
Erika has worked at the bank for some years, she has some different responsibilities and works
mainly with helping customers.

Sales management
Erika explains that leadership is about bringing a team together, a leader needs to have an
understanding and empathy, be able to give both positive and negative feedback. Erika says that
her manager works closely with her, and that is something she appreciates. She likes his way of
working, because he looks at the whole picture and does not argue about small details. He is not
afraid of standing up for his employees. Usually when she feels that she wants support during a
client meeting, she chooses to bring him along. She states that they involve each other, which has
come to work great.

Management Models
Erika explains that she has customers that she is responsible for, and also a budget responsibility.
She works after goals such as sales goals and KPI. The sales goals are set together with the
manager, she continues, there is a budget that needs to be reached. The budget will be divided
onto the employees, but she states that as an employee she does not have much to argue about.
The budget, results in sales goals, and these goals are given, the manager explains what needs to
be earned, and what indicators will measure the results.

She clarifies that nothing happens if one can not reach the budget, because even if she has not
reached the sales goal for this time, maybe her colleague has exceeded her or his goal. Reaching
the group goals is want counts. She argues that she does not believe that goals should be set on
individual level since everyone works differently, and therefore it is difficult to compare. She
reflects about the impact sales goals can bring, she argues that to high goals may cause stress:

“The goals are increased all the time…We can not run faster, the bank does not have that
intention, they argue, we are good now, we need to be great”.
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Erika explains that sales goals work as motivators, they must reach something. However, they
need to be realistic, if an employee does not reach the goals, then he or she must be able to
discuss with the manager if the goals are wrong for this certain person. She reflects that if there
would be no goals, then one could not know if she or he was performing bad or good. It will help
one to understand why she or he has worked bad, maybe needs to change the way she or he
approaches the tasks. Therefore it is not only negative, she says. She argues, the way she needs to
report her results is time consuming and sometimes one forgets to report one’s results. She states
that she would be interested in seeing how her results actually contributes to the overall financial
results. However, she explains that her manager is good at giving her feedback about her results
as well as encouraging her.

Erika explains that her manager does not really evaluate her results, other than showing interest.
However, receiving feedback is nothing she feels that she is missing.

When reflecting about the bank’s new orientation, she explains that she has been stressful about
it. She explains that there is nothing anyone at the branch office can do about employees feeling
dissatisfied with selling. She argues that it is not in their hands, but rather the company
management at the head office, the ones who do not work on their level, ‘on the floor’. She
explains that because of the fierce competition among banks, one needs to be on the guard all the
time. Therefore Nordea works with trying to come up with new things all the time, in hope to
gain competitive advantages, she says.

Another aspect that has come with the new orientation, is that the customer relations are affected,
she explains. However, it has come to become better, she states. She explains that unethical
behavior was more common when the bank had just become sales oriented, now it is not as
common. But a result can be that an employee focuses on selling the products that will give sales
credits. Even though the customer does not need it, one will convince that they do, she explains,
it will bring you closer to the selling goal. Again she mentions that she does not believe her
managers can do anything to prevent this form of behavior, in order to prevent this, a new
orientation is needed.

Commitment
When Erika mentions motivations she states that she must feel motivated in order to perform
well. She says that she must have tasks that are not standardized, but that she can customize to
her customers, to challenge oneself. She explains that her manager does not work with motivating
her, but she receives great support from him.

She explains that communication is necessary to create honesty, trust and an open climate. It
needs to be an open communication from both sides, or else it will not work. She describes her
communication with her manager as very informal, his door is always open.

She always tries to be polite to her customers, since her behavior will influence how they
perceive the service. Customers today are demanding very high service, but they must also
remember that their behavior will affect the interaction, she explains. She end the interview by
reflecting about the banks culture:
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“Since the bank has such an interest for their shareholders, I can understand why they are
working in a certain way. But I believe that if they would care and listen a bit more to the
employees then they would get far…We can not run faster, it is also that, if I would get burnt out
and not being able to come back, it is not like the bank would feel sorry. They will just replace
you, and soon no one will remember you. That is how it works. It is not worth to overestimate
yourself, because you do not mean so much.”
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6. Analysis and discussion

6.1 Introduction
The purpose of the analysis is to bring together the empirical study with the theoretical
framework. I will use the theoretical model that I have assembled, I have tried to structure the
analysis in accordance with the model as much as possible. In order to create a smoothness in this
chapter I have allowed some parts flow into each other. To receive a better picture of the
situation, I will put the manager’s and the employees views against each other. The role of the
model in the analysis is that it enables me to break down the analysis into smaller parts and then
bring them back together. In the conclusions, I will present an overall picture that is a creation of
theory combined with the empirical result. To remind my readers about my theories and also to
present the structure of the analysis, I will start this chapter by presenting the model. However,
before I present the analysis, I want to clarify; this chapter is assembled by my own
interpretations and does not mean that there are no other ways of interpreting the material, the
result presented is one way and my way of presenting and interpreting it.
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Management Model
In the annual report it is explained that Nordea uses a performance measurement tool, a tool that
will help the bank to control performance. To gather information about how Nordea can improve
performance they use indicators such as KPI amongst others. KPI is an indicator that takes into
account non-financial aspects, aspects like customer satisfaction. In the annual report it is stated
that the tool will consider both financial and non-financial indicators. The tool will also be an aid
for Nordea to foster right behavior and to support processes in the bank. Thomas stressed that the
model will help them to rationalize and remove obstacles. This will help the company to improve
the performance. Nordea’s explanation why the tool is beneficial can be underpinned by Otely.
Otely explains that the role of a performance measurement tool is to improve activities as well as
employees performance.168 Thomas explained more thoroughly how they use the tool to detect
areas that must to be improved. He explained that when employees raises questions and thoughts
about their situation, they will transform these to factors that they will include in the tool.
Thomas and the employees explained that the performance is measured mostly through financial
indicators, such as sales goals. I believe that the sales goals are also used at the bank as a mean to
control behavior. I interpret the sales goals as indicators in the balanced scorecard that was
presented in the annual report. Kaplan and Norton’s balanced scorecard is a tool to analyze
performance. The balanced scorecard is popular because it balances both financial and non-
financial indicators.169 Thomas explains that with the sales goals he will be able to analyze how
the employees are performing.

As we saw above, some employees argue that their performance is mainly measured by sales
goals, however, I believe that non-financial indicators can be detected as well. Thomas as well as
Jessica argued that the evaluation of their performance is also built on how the employees interact
with the customers and each other. This shows that Nordea is using, just like it is stated in the
annual report, the balanced scorecard. However, the question I ask concerns the balance between
the financial and non-financial indicators. It is argued that there is ‘no right’ balance. A company
needs to find the balance that is most suitable to their situation.170 I argue that Nordea does
maybe not have the most suitable balance since many of the employees argue and perceive that
sales goals are all that counts. Tangen explains that not finding a balance and focusing more on
one sort of indicator, will ‘unbalance’ the balanced scorecard. The information gathered, will not
show the performance of all parts of the company. Rather some specific parts, meaning that the
manger will not see the overall picture of the company.171 I believe that there are many risks by
putting to much focus on one sort of indicators. If the company does not consider non-financial
indicators, such as commitment and attitude, the employees might feel invisible behind the
numbers. It might cause a feeling that it is useless to perform over average if the effort is not
acknowledged. Another risk that I see is based on the ‘unbalance’ between the indicators, sub-
optimization. The balanced scorecard advocates that the tool will prevent sub-optimization. Sub-
optimization means that one part of performance will be improved on the cost of another.172

However, as I argued, I do not interpret that they balance the indicators, therefore they will not be
able to see if sub-optimization is occurring.

                                               
168 Otely, “Performance management; a framework for management control systems research”, 364.
169 Tangen, “Performance Measurement: from Philosophy to Practice”, 730.
170 Ibid., 727-728.
171 Ibid.
172 Ibid., 731.
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Let me build on my argument, as I argued, if Nordea is not balancing the indicators they will not
be able to see the whole picture. One of my respondents, Julia, was arguing about managers
raising sales goals without looking at their previous goals. In this argument she explained that
they are limited and focusing on higher goals means that they will have to focus less on
something else. Therefore I interpret that this increased effort employees put on reaching the
sales goals might come to decrease their commitment and actions towards building customer
relations.

Sales Management
Thomas argued that as a leader he is very clear and gives clear directions. Based on his argument
and the employees arguments I perceive him as a very straight forward leader, and his employees
explained that he is always there to support them. He explained that he does and believes it is
necessary to adapt his behavior differently depending to whom he is talking to. Different
employees will react differently to the same information. I interpret it as Thomas adapts his
leadership based on what support he believes that the employees need. I believe that Thomas
leadership style can be connected to McGregor’s theory about Theory Y and Theory X people. A
person characterized as a X person will be less committed than an employee characterized by a Y
person.173 Thomas explained that sales goals and evaluation will bring different emotions among
his employees, and Schwepker and Good continues on this argument by explaining that sales
goals might lead to stress and decreased motivation, meaning that a manager will face a Theory X
person.174 This underpins the fact that Thomas adapts his leadership style. I found in the
empirical study that Thomas will put different demands on different employees, these demands
are based on what he believes the person is capable of achieving at the moment. For example,
Sara explained that Thomas will consider where in life a person is. I argue that he perceives some
employees as X people, who will need more support and more pushing, than the ones he
perceives as theory Y people.

I have established that Thomas does adapt his leadership to some extent. However, when asked if
the age of an employee is an factor that he considers when he adapts his behavior, he said no.
This is according to Flaherty et al. a factor that needs to be regarded upon. They explain that the
age is a factor that affects the response to directives. They explain that employees consisting of
different ages will respond differently to directives.175 I ask myself, would the bank be able to
optimize the employees performance by taking into account the age of the employees? Because
different age groups will be motivated and stimulated by different tasks and different ways of
coaching. For example we could see that some employees perceived that their manager did not
motivate them. Built on the discussion earlier, can it be that Thomas is actually motivating them?
Due to the fact that he does not consider their age he will not be able to motivate them in a way
that is meaningful for them? Therefore the employees do not perceive his attempts as motivation.
If I connect this to Donaldsson’s explanation about self-righteousness, older salespeople reaches
a state where do not develop any new accounts,176 means that even with coaching Thomas might
not be able to hinder this issue. Therefore I believe that coaching will not be effective on some

                                               
173 Donaldsson, Sales Management: Theory and Practice, 265.
174 Schwepker and Good, “Marketing Control and Sales Force Customer Orientation”, 167-168.
175 Flaherty, Arnold and Hunt, “The Influence of the Selling Situation on the Effectiveness of Control”, 222.
176 Donaldsson, Sales Management: Theory and Practice, 268-269.
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employees. However, I believe that by working with coaching, Thomas can prevent another
issue, Staleness. Staleness means that a person will perform tasks on routine. Erika explained that
with evaluation through coaching, one can better understand if one must change the way she or
he approaches the tasks. Donaldsson explains that the issue of Staleness can be prevented by
coaching. By coaching he can present new approaches to the same task, and therefore hinder
staleness.177

The sales force and the culture
The employees opinion about them being measured has involved both positive and negative
aspects. They have clarified that they feel like someone is always interfering their work.
However, they all agreed that the goals will help them to gain focus. Moreover the employees
speculated that the purpose of the goals were mainly to increase the bank’s profit. Some of them
argued that they even believe that the purpose of the bank is profit. Something I found interesting
was the fact that one of my respondents, Sara, said that she felt that the bank should focus more
on the employees. If I then look at the annual report I could see that it is stated that the people are
seen as a valuable asset, since they are the bank. It makes me wonder why this perception can
exist in the company. When looking closer in the annual report, I could see that the bank’s
foundation is based on profit orientation. It used to be profit oriented and just recently gone to
become more people oriented. I can then add Thomas argument about the fact that the new
culture will make the processes in the bank run more smoothly. From this I interpret that the new
orientation has come to make a shift in Nordea’s culture. This interpretation can be connected to
Lavender who argues that this is common within banks, some employees will perceive the culture
as sales oriented and some not. It is important to create an unified culture in order to increase
profitability. By making all the employees more sales focused the bank can increase their
profitability, this awareness among their employees can be created through sales training.178

From this connection a thought is raised. I believe that the bank needs to communicate the new
orientation and incorporate it in Nordea’s company culture. Not doing so, I believe it will result
in an increased insecure feeling among the employees, they will not know what to communicate
to the customers. I would like to refer this argument to Sopow who argues that if an employee
perceives that the management puts his and the customers interest as second, a negative climate is
born.179 I believe this will happen when there are employees who argue that the bank should
focus more on them. I believe that the old culture, the profit oriented, is still in the background
and influencing the managers. After all, the vision was changed during 2007, and it will take
some time before the vision will be communicated effectively, and before being accepted by all
managers.

Another aspect I would like to raise is the fact that I believe that this change might affect some
managers. Just as the interviews has revealed, the structure change, meaning that employees
needed to shift from an administrative approach to a selling approach, has caused some stress
among them. However, I would also want to argue that this new orientation, going from a profit
oriented to a people oriented culture, might be a new way of working for some managers. One of
the respondents, Maria, stated that before the changes, a leader did not have to work with
involving the employees. I believe that it will be a changeover for them to have to go from
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focusing on profits to now focusing on the employees wellbeing. I interpreted this from Thomas
explanation, he argued that his responsibility is to reach a budget that he is given. Therefore I
believe that he might still be quite profit oriented. Actually I believe that theories should mention
this when discussing what problems might arise with the shift from financial to non-financial
indicators. Just like Sara explained, the bank needs to decide on one vision that will be
communicated and not change it all the time since it does create confusions.

The interaction between the sales manager and the sales force
Thomas explained that he is the one who is deciding the goals on his employees, he will receive
goals that his department will have to achieve, and then he divides the goals on his team. He
stated that the employees do not have much to say about the goals. He explained that he
communicates to his employees how they are measured but not why. Dolphin argues that the
more information an employee will receive about his every day work, the more committed he
will be.180 I believe that it is important for a manager to communicate why his or her employees
are measured. If not, speculations and a negative climate might be born. We could see that some
employees had some thoughts about why they were measured, speculations about their
performance only beeing measured to benefit the profitability of the bank. Therefore I believe
that there is a risk that an employee might feel that his or her job is neglected. Jessica argued that
if there is a lack in the communication then rumors might start flowing. We could also take part
of Thomas’s argument, that without good communication no one would care about the current
situation. This can be connected to Grapentine who explains that without internal communication
misunderstandings and uncertainty might arise.181 I believe that in order to stop this negative
vision that the employees have, that the company culture is focused on profitability, they must
understand why they are measured. Therefore I ask myself, why is the bank not communicating
why they are measuring the employees performance?

I believe that Nordea needs to create an awareness among their employees, awareness about why
they are measured. I build this argument on Thomas explanation that measuring performance will
facilitate for him to know what support and training his employees need. Therefore I believe that
communicating this purpose to the employees, they would see sales goals more positively.
Because the results that the goals will show, will facilitate for Thomas to customize his support.
Another reason why I believe that the employees need to be communicated why they are
measured, is because I find it alarming that the employees explained that nothing will happen if
they do not reach the goals. At the same time Thomas explained that the sales goals will help him
to make decisions such as to re-position or dismiss an employee. This can be referred to
Schwepker and Good who argues that the advantage of sales goals is that they bring information
that can lay as a ground to promote or dismiss a salesperson.182 I interpret it as the employees not
knowing the consequences of their actions. Norton and Kaplan supports this thought by
explaining that employees will be more motivated if they understand the consequences of their
actions.183 Maybe if they were aware that they can be dismissed on the basis of reaching the sales
goals, then maybe they will put down more effort in trying to achieve them? The expectancy
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theory explains that a salesperson will be more motivated if there are chances of promotion.184

However, then I see the other side of the dilemma, what would happen with the customer
relations if an employee knew they could be fired if they would not always reach their goals?

The interaction with customers
Some employees explained that the sales goals can come to affect the customer relations. They
said that employees might focus on selling the products to the customers that will benefit the
employees result reporting. Thomas is well aware of this issue, he explained that he believed that
sales goals could come to affect someone in the way that, the person will sell the product that will
bring most sales credits. This can be referred to Schwepker and Good who argued that there are
backsides with sales goals. Backsides, like my respondents have clarified, selling products that
bring highest sales credits.185 I believe that this can come to affect the customer relations
negatively, since the employees will sell products to the customers that they may not need. Why a
natural cause will be a negative experienced service. My argument can be underpinned by
Siguaw et al. who explained that a customer will perceive the service as good if they feel that
their needs have been met.186 The service or product needs to be of value for the customer,187 and
as Julia explained, what is the value, if the customer does not need it, but still buys it? I believe
that it is important how a customer perceives the interaction and the service due to the fact that
without customers the bank will not survive. I argue, if the customer perceives that the employee
will only try to sell him or her products, then they will feel that their needs are neglected.
Therefore I believe that it is crucial that the bank communicates how the actions of the employees
will affect the relationship with the customers, followed by how the disturbed relationship will
affect the overall result. I have also found that some of the employees argue that the managers do
not understand how it feels to have to sell products to customers, Julia stated that the manager do
not live in the same reality, because they do not need to face the customers. Therefore the sales
manager needs to understand that his attitude will reflect back on the employees. I believe that
the managers at the bank needs to show that they do understand how it is to work with customers
by raising questions and issues that are connected to the interaction. I believe this course of action
will create stronger commitment. With the strong selling focus, Julia stated that the bank
communicated that they need to sell the products to the customers. However, Julia argues that a
customer does have other options, therefore the employees at the bank must respect the customers
decisions if they want to go somewhere else. This can be connected to Echeverri and Edvardsson
who argues that an employee can be seen as an captive internal customer, they will not have the
same choice as the external customers.188 I believe that a company management must make sure
that employees do not feel like ‘captives’, since I believe that the feeling will create a lower
commitment.

I also discovered that sales goals can create a toxic environment. Some employees explained that
the sales goals can come to create a competitive environment. Meaning that they will start to fight
for the customers. As Jessica stated, they need to understand that it is the banks customers and
not their own. The competition starts by the fact that they are afraid of loosing sales credits to
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their co-workers. I believe that this can lead to customer not getting the expertise they need, an
employee does not want to “give” his or her customer to their co-worker. it might lead to loosing
sales credits. This can be referred to Hunter and Thatcher who argues that sales goals can result
in unwanted behavior. Using sales goals can cause tension among the employees.189 Thomas is
aware of this, but believes that the chances are small for unethical behavior.

As explained earlier, some of the employees argued that the bank is focusing to much on sales
and profits. Therefore they explained that they feel that their performance will only be measured
on how much they sell. Some respondents, for example Julia and Maria, argued that one can not
force products on customers. Why they feel that the selling focus might be stressful, will they
focus on customer relations or on selling the products their manager told them to sell? This
situation, not knowing what to focus on, can be referred back to what Donaldsson calls
indecision. Indecision means that a salesperson might face a conflict in what their role at the bank
is.190 I would like to refer this situation back to my argument in the section above. I state that this
can be a result from a culture that is in a conflict. What are they focusing on? It brings me to my
next question: Will they need to focus on selling or building customer relations? Donaldsson
argues this issue can be decreased by clear directives.191 For example Jessica and Henrik argued,
as long as an employee keeps in mind that customers interest comes first, then there will be no
conflict. I interpret it as, even though, there might be a conflict, that Thomas has made it clear
about what the focus needs to be on. Therefore honest actions and behaviors towards customers
seems to be incorporated in the climate.

Creating Commitment with Non-financial Management
I found that the employees feel that their performance is not evaluated only what the numbers
show that the have sold. They mean that their performance in terms of effort and actions of
reporting the result is not evaluated. I would like to connect this to Schwepker and Good who
argues that the evaluation and feedback will be more understandable for the salesperson if he has
been a part of deciding the goal.192 Let me argue for the connection. I argue that the employees
are evaluated, due to the fact that the employees as well as Thomas explained the meaning of
sales coaching. The purpose of sales coaching is to present and give feedback about their
performance. I found that both Thomas and the employees explained that besides the sales goals
their interaction with customers and fellow co-workers weighs in. I would not say that these non-
financial factors are in perfect balance with the financial factors but they have their role in the
evaluation. So, why do some employees argue that they are not being evaluated? Well, as I
referred to Schwepker and Good just above, I believe that the employees at Nordea may not feel
that they are being evaluated since the goals are not really understandable for them. They are not
part of setting them, we could see for example that Sara explained that she did not really
understand the necessity of them and she believed that employees would perform just as well
without goals. Furthermore this can be connected to the issue that the sales manager does not take
for example the background of the employees under consideration when motivated them.
Therefore the sales goals are not understandable and the motivation is not effective on all the
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employees. I believe that some employees will not perceive the evaluation and feedback since
they might interpret it as just another meeting about sales talk, when it is in fact, feedback. Attia
et al. explains that only by a fair evaluation will a company reach better performance.193 It makes
me wonder if the evaluation will be even necessary if the it is not understandable? I want to
highlight the importance of a manager needing to motivate his or her employees differently by
underpinning my argument with the expectancy theory. Expectancy theory claims that
salespeople will react differently to goals, some will be more motivated than others to reach it.
Therefore the employees will need different forms of motivations.194

Another statement that makes me wonder is that some of the employees argued that they are not
receiving any feedback on when they are not reaching the goals. I believe that this is crucial,
because how will they then know how to improve their weaker parts? My concerns are
underpinned by Otely who argues that if the information is not used, then it is worthless and it is
only time consuming to measure it.195 I argue that the information must be reacted upon, or else
the employees will not be able to improve themselves. Furthermore Thomas has explained that
through the performance measurement the employees will know how they are performing. I state
that sales coaching needs to bring in the negative aspects as well. In this issue the sales managers
and the employees arguments are conflicting. Does Thomas tell the truth when he explains that
he does present both positive and negative aspects of the employees performance during the
coach meetings? And that this conflicting perception has to do with the fact that the employees
do not really pay attention since they feel that the goals they are working after are not theirs?

When it comes to the sales goals that the bank uses, the employees argued that that it would be
more interesting to work after goals they have been part of deciding. Donaldsson underpins this
argument and explains that an employee will be more committed if she or he can be involved in
deciding the goals.196 I believe that the commitment can be increased if the employee is part of
deciding the goal, my argument is that, if an employee sets his or her own goal, not reaching
them will be a personal disappointment.

The employees explained that they perceive that the goals sometimes creates stress among them,
and that they would like to be involved in the goals that they need to work after. They also said
that the branch office focuses to much on selling. I believe that the employees explanation can be
connected to Thomas view of this. He argued that it feels easier to use financial indicators, such
as sales goals, than measuring performance through non-financial indicators. Why I believe that
he puts more value on sales goals when evaluating his employees. I interpret it as he argues that it
is easier to collect information from financial indicators since it will be more concrete, and
therefore easier to evaluate. This can also be connected to the discussion that I had in the section
about indecision, Thomas argued that the difference on how a manager and an employee focuses
on the customer is different. He explained that the difference can have to do with the fact that a
manager becomes a manager because they are more interested in setting goals and reaching them.
Pritchard et al. argues that what a manager communicates will direct and focus the employees
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attention towards the tasks that will bring the highest value.197 Therefore I wonder if Thomas
communicates strongly about sales goals, maybe the employees might perceive that reaching
goals is the highest value for the company?

Financial management loop
Sara reflected that the sales goals can come to affect her and her colleagues in the way that they
start choosing what they will sell. Which I believe will lead to the fact that the employee will sell
and focus on some products before she or he has identified the need of the customers. Thomas is
well aware of this problem, but Erika explains that there is nothing a manager can do, but it is in
the hands of the managers at the headquarters who makes the decisions. In order to prevent this
form of behavior, Sara states that the focus on sales goals needs to decrease. I reflect if maybe
this is what the company management at the head office is trying to do, by shifting the vision and
focus away from profitability. To adapt a more people oriented approach. However, I still
perceive it as there is a heavy focus on reaching profitability through selling. Even though
Thomas and some other respondents have come to mention that other indicators are involved as
well, I have interpreted it as Thomas does not value the other indicators as much. For example he,
and some employees, argued that the promotion and salary will be based on how well they reach
sales goals. Then I ask, why should an employee feel like they should not put all the effort on
only reaching, and maybe even exceeding, the sales goals?
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7. Conclusions

We have now read and taken part of sections that have brought the thesis to the final state. I want
to start this chapter by reminding my readers about the purpose of the study. Throughout the
progression of the thesis I have had intentions to increase my knowledge and understanding in
order to be able to answer:

“How sales goals affect the employees and their actions in a bank. I will increase my and banks
understanding by finding what factors with the sales goals that foster a certain behavior among. I
am also interested in finding a way to prevent certain behavior that occurs with sales goals. To
be able to answer this purpose and contribute to the field, I will develop a model. The purpose
with the model is to find a balance between employees and managers acceptance towards sales
goals in order for a bank to reach great performance.”

The previous chapters have helped me to dig in different parts and then lay down the spade, and
step back and see what it is I have found. During the previous chapter I was able to analyze parts
and now I am going to bring them together and present my conclusions. So, what have I
established that I want to present in this chapter? Let me explain, I have found following factors
with the sales goals that are affecting the employees in this specific situation:

A. The unbalance that exists between the financial and non-financial indicators that the
employees performance is measured upon. It will create a feeling, are they as persons visible
or is it just the financial results that count?

B. The unclear culture that exists in the bank. This has come to create a feeling of role conflict,
should they focus on selling or customer relations?

I believe that these factors will come to affect the employees actions and behavior towards the
customers and the banks result. I argue that the employees will sell products that are bringing
many sales credits, which will affect the customer relations negatively, since the products are not
in all cases adapted to the customer needs. Why naturally, it will bring negative effects on the
overall result for the bank. Furthermore, with the unbalance, Nordea will face the situation of
sub-optimization. The focus on the sales goals can come to affect the customer relations, but then
again the focus on customer relations, will shift their focus away from the sales goals. I believe
that sales goals are important for a company to navigate performance, but without customers
there would be no bank.

So, what is the solution I want to suggest to Nordea, and other banks facing difficulties with sales
goals? I noticed that the model I presented in the beginning of the analysis needs to be developed.
Some factors that I have found are crucial in order to understand and what I believe can prevent
the negative effects of sales goals. Let me guide you through the development of my model:
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In step 1 I have found that a sales managers way of communicating and acting as a sales manager
is influenced by the management model. If we look at the shadowed model we will see that the
sales manager will then interact with the sales force with the influence from the management
model. However, the shadowed model does not bring forward the fact that the sales manager will
choose what part of from the management model that he will bring to the interaction. I believe it
is a result from the fact that a sales manager has no input in the management model. In my study I
discovered that the interaction between the sales manager and the sales force is not only
influenced by what the management model is, but actually what the sales manager values of the
model. Let me clarify by presenting step 2. If we re-position the management model and sales
management we can see that an overlapping square will be created. This overlapping square is
the part that is of value for the sales manager, and therefore he will only communicate this part to
his employees. The sales manager can not affect the management model, however, he can try to
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adapt the model to his style. I found that the sales manager will focus on the part of the
management model that fits the best with his experiences and preconceptions. The theories
mention that the management model influences the manager, however, they do not mention that
the manager’s values will decide what he will and will not use of the model. I have two evidences
that I have found in my study: As we could see Thomas explained that it is more difficult to work
with non-financial goals, and we could see in the annual report that non-financial goals do exist
in the model. I draw the conclusion that the sales manager will choose what part of the model he
will focus on and communicate this picture to his employees. A natural reaction is that the
employees will perceive that the financial goals are most important, since the sales managers
emphasis them the most. It then will be perceived as a important factor in Nordea’s culture. We
could also see that Sara explained that Thomas must receive much information from above, and
therefore he will sort the information that he believe is important and give it to them. Which
underpins my argument that Thomas has chosen to communicate financial sales goals. This will
then affect the non-financial management loop, since the sales manager will coach after the sales
goals, he believes they are easier to handle. Also I believe that the managers choice, has come to
create a conflicting culture. The choice goes to some extent against the culture that is presented in
the annual report, he does not balance both financial and non-financial indicators.

The sales goals will therefore come to affect the employees, however, how and why are their
reactions both negative and positive? If we look at step 3 in the model I have developed, we will
understand why. I found that the goals are not interactive. This is the choice of the manager, he
could have let the arrow in step three be interactive. In order for salespeople not being influence
by the backsides of sales goals, I have found that the employees needs to participate in the goals
they are working after. Not until then, the bank will face committed employees and chances of
creating superior performance. This conclusion I would not have stumbled across if not taken the
perspective of both the sales manager and the salespeople. I believe that it is crucial to find a
balance, where both the employees and the managers can accept the sales goals. One effect by
not being part of setting the goals is also that the process of evaluation of employees performance
falls. Since the evaluation will not be understandable or meaningful. There is less respect for the
goals if they are not part of deciding the goals. I argue that if one sets his/her own goals then
he/she will feel more responsibility and understand the evaluation and take it to heart what is
said. So, not setting the goals together is one crucial underlying factor, combined with the
overlapping square communicated to the employees, that affects the performance of the
employees at Nordea.

What is the scenario if they leave it like this? I question, how effective are the sales goals if the
employees are not part of setting them. In order to optimize their actions, the bank needs to set
the sales goals with the employees. It will also optimize the non-financial management loop,
since they will feel that the evaluation and feedback will be more understandable. Do they even
care about listening on how they have reached goals that are not set by them, or seen as their
goals? Will therefore this issue create a theory X person?

Another aspect is that it is not enough only giving the employees training about the new vision
and values. It is also important to train the managers, they need to learn to value non-financial
indicators and the consequences of neglecting them.
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8. The Quality of My Study

In order to establish the quality of my study I have chosen to consider five criterias. These are
Credibility, Transferability, Dependability, Confirmability, and Authenticity.

Credibility means that there are many different ways to describe what the reality looks like. To
fulfil this criteria the interviews in the study needs to be confirmed by the respondents in order to
establish if the researcher has perceived their answers right.198

 I have let the respondents take part
of the compiled empirical part, some respondents had some objections and therefore I did some
changes. When I was informed that they had some objections about how I had perceived their
answers, I decided to sit down with the respondents and together discuss what misunderstanding
there had been. In this interaction I was able to understand how the respondents felt when they
had read the compiled parts. I understood that some respondents felt that they had talked to
‘revealing’ about their situation. They were concerned what would happen if this information
became public. I took part of their thoughts and did some changes that they approved. Some may
argue that what a respondent says, can be used, and if they can correct statements the thesis will
loose valuable information. However, I believe that it is ethical correct and professional to let the
respondents read and make adjustments about what they have said. The interview interaction was
very open which made my respondents open up, they revealed more information than they
should.  Therefore my ethical initial point motivated me to let my respondents make changes. I
argue that ethic goes before knowledge. I believe that my way of action will assure my
professional role as an interviewer.

Transferability means that a study must include descriptive information to facilitate for the
reader to interpret if the results are transferable to another environment.199 I made sure to describe
details as much as possible when I wrote about sales goals and its effects. The purpose of my
study has not been to find results that can be generalized. However, in my conclusions I have
explained more general results, which I believe is transferable to other banks and companies with
similar activities, such as insurance companies. However, my intentions have not been to transfer
the results on companies outside of these sectors.

Dependability is a criteria meaning that a reader must be able to revise the study.200
  To meet this

criteria I have made sure to present each step of the thesis, it will enable for the reader to follow
the whole progress of the thesis. Therefore I have transcribed the interviews, presented how I
have chosen respondents, argued for the disposition for sections and so on. Moreover I will
facilitate for my readers to revise my study by participate during a seminar, where more questions
can be asked.

Confirmability is the criteria that considers a researchers will being objective. A researcher’s
own values and theoretical directions are not supposed to affect the result.201

 I have deliberated
chosen to form the interview questions in a way that they do not direct the respondent. By
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adapting an un-structured interview form, I assured that the respondents will be the ones directing
the interview.

Authenticity is the fifth criteria, authenticity basically means that the study needs to increase the
awareness among the respondents about their own reality. 202

 I have during the progression of the
thesis increased my own awareness and would therefore like to believe that I have come to
increase the awareness of my respondents and others existing in that situation. I believe that the
sales force can learn about their situation from the study, but mostly the sales managers. By the
study they can take part of the employees perspective and understand what factors that comes to
affect their sales force. My study will contribute in the since that sales managers and sales people
can change their situation to the better, by setting the goals together they can improve the
situation. And the bank can reach better performance among the employees.
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9. Future Research

During the progression of the thesis many asked me why I have not considered the customer’s
perspective, I argued that it was not relevant. However, near the end I realized that they are
crucial, due to keep the focus of the thesis I did not cover this aspect. One problem definition for
future researchers in this area could be “how does the sales orientation in a bank affect how the
customers perceive the service and how it affects trust and their loyalty”.

When I started to read about the subject, I found that sales goals are used. These are usually a
factor for promotion or bonuses. Therefore another direction in this subject could be to
investigate how performance among employees are different in banks (for example Nordea) that
work with sales goals, and banks that do not really adapt the same method (for example
Handelsbanken)? What is there to learn from the two different cases? Can a “tool” be created that
captures the best from the two methods?

When I argue about the methodology I have used, I feel that my method should be combined with
questionnaires. For example there are developed “human capital scorecards” that will measure
the effectiveness of the sales managers leadership, and also takes into account the level of
performance among the employees. But this study would be more extensive, and therefore I feel
that if there would be more time this would be an interesting part to add. Also one must
remember that granting access for such study will take much longer, since not many companies
want their managers and employees to be measured and then reported to the public.
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Appendix 1. Interview guide

Intervjumall 1: Sales Management

Backgrund

Berätta lite om dig själv och din tidigare bakgrund och din tid i banken.

Sales Management

Vad är ledarskap för dig?

Hur arbetar du som ledare?

Management Models

Vad har ni för tankar bakom förbärttringsarbetet?

Sätter ni mål på de anställda?
-Vad för typ av mål?

Vad definierar du som en anställds prestation?

Utvärderar ni de anställads prestationer?
- Hur utvärderar ni det anställdas prestationer?

Sales Force

Vad har de anställda för betydelse för företaget?

Hur är de anställda delaktig i deras målsättning?

Hur får de anställda ta del av utvärderingen?

Hur ser du på motivation?

Customer Relations

Vad innebär kundservice för dig?

Hur kundorienterade är ni?

Commitement

Vilken betydelse anser du att kommunikation med företagets anställda har?
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Hur kommunicerar du med dina anställda?

Vad innebär företagskultur för dig?

Vad är viktigt i en företagskultur?

Hur upplever du företagets kultur?

Vad har du för inverkan på företagets kultur?

Övriga åsikter

Personens egna tankar/åsikter
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Intervjumall 2: Sales Force

Bakgrund

Berätta lite om dig själv och din tidigare bakgrund och din bakgrund på banken.

Sales management

Vad är ledarskap för dig?

Hur anser du att din chef anppassar sitt ledarskap efter dina behov?

Management Models

Hur bedöms ditt arbete?

Arbetar du efter mål?
- Varför?
- Hur?

Utvärderar chefen dina prestationer?
- Hur utvärderas dina prestationer?
- Varför?

Commitment

Hur bidrar du till verksamheten?

Hur är du delaktig i de mål som sätts på dig?

Hur tar du del av utvärderingen?

Hur ser du på motiavtion?
- Hur arbetar chefen med att motivera dig?

Hur har du blivit informerad av utvärderingsprocessen av ledningen?

Vilken betydelse anser du att kommunikation mellan chef och anställd har?

Hur kommunicerar din chef med dig?

Vad innebär kundservice för dig?

Hur kundorienterat är ditt arbetssätt?

Hur upplever du företagets kultur?
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Vad har du för inverkan på företagets kultur?

Övriga åsikter

Personens egna tankar/åsikter



Interview guide 1: Sales Management

Background

Tell me a bit about who you are and your background in the bank.

Sales Management

What does leadership mean to you?

How do you work as a leader?

Management Models

What are the banks thoughts behind improvements?

Do you set goals on your employees?
-What kind of goals?

How do you define an employees performance?

Do you evaluate the employees performance?
- How do you evaluate the employees performance?

Sales Force

How do the employees contribute to the bank?

How are the employees involved in the goals they are working after?

How are the employees receiving information about their evaluation?

What does motivation mean to you?

Customer Relations

What is customer service according to you?

How customer oriented are you?

Commitment

What importance does communication with the banks employees have, according to you?

How do you communicate with your employees?
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What does company culture mean to you?

How do you perceive the company’s culture?

What part do you have in the company culture?

Personal thoughts

The persons own thoughts and reflections
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Interview guide 2: Sales Force

Tell me a bit about who you are and your background in the bank.

Sales Management

What does leadership mean to you?

How does your manager adapt his leadership style to fit your needs?

Management Models

How is your work evaluated?

Are you working after goals?
- What goals?
- Why?

Does your manager evaluate your performance?
- How is your performance evaluated?
- Why?

Commitment

How do you contribute to the bank?

How are you involved in the goals that you work after?

How do you take part of the evaluation?

What does motivation mean to you?
-How does your manager motivate you?

How are you being informed about the evaluation process?

What importance do you believe communication between a manager and his employee has?

How does your manager communicate with you?

What is customer service according to you?

How customer oriented are you?

What does company culture mean to you?

What is important in a company culture?
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How do you perceive the company’s culture?

What part do you have in the company culture?

Personal thoughts

The persons own thoughts and reflections
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Appendix 2. Search for Scientific Articles

No Source Search Words Matches Chosen Article
1 Business

Source
Premier

Workplace
design +
Organizational
culture

19
Chan Jeffrey K., Sara L. Beckman and Peter G.
Lawrence, “Workplace Design: A New Managerial
Imperative”, California Management Review, Vol.
49 No. 2 (2007): 6-22.

2 Business
Source
Premier

Salesforce
Behavior +
Salesforce
Attitude

31 Siguaw Judy A., Gene Brown and Robert E. Widing
II, “The Influence of the Market Orientation of the
Firm on Sales Force Behavior and Attitudes”, Journal
of Marketing Research, Vol. 31 No. 1 (1994): 106-
116.

3 Business
Source
Premier

Performance
measurement +
Banks + Human
capital

3 Whitaker Debbie and Laura Wilson, “Human
Capital Measurement: From Insight to Action”,
Organisational Development Journal, Vol. 25 No. 3
(2007): 59-64.

4 Business
Source
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Performance
measurement +
Human capital
management

68 LaChance Sue, ”Applying the balanced scorecard”,
Strategic HR Review, 2006

5 Business
Source
Premier

Feedback +
Satisfaction

204 Jawahar I.M, “Correlates of Satisfaction with
Performance Appraisal Feedback”, Journal of Labor
Research, Vol. 27 No. 2 (2006): 213-236.

6 Business
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Internal
Communication
+ Feedback

27 Unknown, ”Devleoping a Scorecard at Honeywell”,
Strategic Communication Management,
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Source
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Stress +
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jobperformance

27 Hunter Larry W, and  Sherry M. B. Thatcher, “Feeling
the Heat: Effects of Stress, Commitment, and Job
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8 Business
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Management
control +
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orientation

9 Schwepker Charles H. Jr. and David J. Good,
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9 Business
Source
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Impact of culture
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10 Business
Source
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Managing
motivation +
Salespeople

4 Smith Kirk, Eli Jones and Edward Blair, “Managing
Salesperson Motivation in a Territory Realignment”,
Journal of Personal Selling & Sales Management,
Vol. 20 No. 4 (2000): 215-226.

11 Business
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Improving
salesforce

32 Attia Ashraf, E. D. Honeycutt Jr. and M. P. Leach,
“A Three-Stage Model for Assessing and Improving
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Premier Sales Force Training and Development”, Journal of
Personal Selling & Sales Management, Vol. 25 No.
3 (2005): 253-268.
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Sales force
management +
Sales personnel
+ Control +
Evaluation

10 Flaherty Karen E., Todd J. Arnold and Shane Hunt,
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13 Business
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Sales personnel
+ Sales
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447 Grapentine Terry, “Segmenting the Sales Force”,
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+ Internal
communication
+ Business
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499 Dolphin Richard R, “Internal Communications:
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15 Business
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Sales
Management +
Management
style +
Consumer
Satisfaction

8 Muir Clive, “Relationship-Building and Sales
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Academy of Management Perspectives, Vol. 21 No.
1 (2007): 71-72.

16 Business
Source
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Work
Environment +
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culture +
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80 Pritchard Robert D., et al., “The Use of Priority
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17 Business
Source
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Sales
management +
Ethical behavior

38 Schwepker Charles H. Jr. and David J. Good, “Sales
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Journal of Personal Selling & Sales Management,
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18 Business
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Sales personnel
+ Sales
management +
Customer
relations

129 Schwepker Charles and David Good, “Sales
Management Practices: The Impact of Ethics on
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19 Business
Source
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20 Business
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Personnel
Management +
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Structure
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